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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is primarily to find out the gap between

the actual reading ability and what is expected of the Bahir Dar Teachers7

College freshman students in their subject area text books. Its

secondary purpose is to investigate whether a significant difference

exists between and among the groups of the sample population due to some

variables.

In order to accomplish this goal, eleven degree and seventeen

diploma English students, sixteen degree and thirty-four diploma

Geography students totalling seventy-eight were taken as a sample

population representing the social science freshman students.

Six passages from English for New Ethiopia series were taken for

both department students and three passages related to their field

of studies for each department students were cposen based on the

instructions recommended by Fry;s (1968) formula (graph). C10ze and

comprehension tests were set and administered to the sample population

and the necessary statistical data were obtained using a computer.

Besides, c10ze and comprehension error analyses of the student~l

responses were done. ~~i1e the result of the cloze analysis indicates

that the students lack an adequate knowledge of the English grammar

and sufficent vocabulary stock, the analysis of the comprehension

question responses show that they are deficient in the higher

comprehension skills.

Apart from the c10ze and comprehension tests, a questionnaire

was administered to see whether differences exist between the groups

due to the variables stated in the questionnaire. The result,



however, indicates no sirnificant difference amonp the prouns except for

two cases.

In general, the result of the study reveals that the 8ctual reading

ability of the two dep~rtment students enables them to read text books

of grade four djfficulty levels with the help o~ a teacher. This

implies that the students' readinp ability is ~ar below the expected

standard and the problem is acute.

The researcher hopes that the conc€rned autho,ities should do

something in order to solve the nroblcm.
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prTR.ODUCTI (IN

1.1 THE 0TATH~rNT or THE PROELEM

English is the medium of instruction at the secondary and t er t iarv

levels in a lI Ethiopian schools. This means that studc tns need to dove lor

English language skills in order to cone ~ith the djfficulties they ~~ce

in their ac~demic lives, esnecially rcgardjnp rea~lnF, because reading

proficiency is tho royal road to knowl edve . It is essential to success

in a I I acad emi.c subj ects. There ar e no ac -Iemic sur; ec t s that do net

involve reading. Reading,t!1eref'ore, constitutes !'1uchof the studerts'

work at college. They/for exampl e , r ccd to do as s i.p nment s , to P'lSS t es t s

and exami.na t ions J to write t crm paper-s fe-·r sf-T'1ir'1rsand to vr i t e the scs

for the fulfilment of their stud i rs . Ef f i ci crrt read ing is, t her-c+or e ,

an instrument without which success in college ~tudies is not feasible.

But the question which often Clriscs is PHow fpr are t!1e freshman students

in'Addis Ababa University (I\.I\ ..U) and other co l Lep es C'ouinned with reading

skills in order to face the domand nut on them throufJ" their subject ?rea

test bookS?"

Quite 3. lot of university lecturers cOl'1pl'lin that the linf!uistic

abili ties of the Pr e shman students in fTo:me!':21 end their r ead i.nv abilities

in particular are disturbingly low. It is nn: ~i~~icult to see that

many freshman students are not ab l c to CODe wi t l- their academic

requi.r-ements.

Since reading proficiency is vi tal for 'lCac.erllc success and since

the reading proficiency of Fresh..man stud ent s appeClT to be 101<1, it is

essential to i.nvest igate the probl cm and to sUFTt'st ways of solving it.

The purpose of this study is, theref'orE:,to try to answer the following
questions:



1. DQ the B'Jhir D:lT Teachcr s j roll(:gc* (nDTn Freshman St.uderrt s

understand their t~xt·~ooks ?

2. To what extent do they di.f+er among therrse lvcs ?

3. If there is poor r ead ino abili ty , what are the causes of: their

weakncs ses ir: read irw ab i lity ?

1. 2 The Importancc of the study

Read Ing proficiency is vital in students 1 academic life. Tf:~T';)l:OreI

students must be proficient in reading. FailuTe in this will ohviously

resu lt in poor nC:tllenicstandard s . The causes 0f the nrob lem thcr ef'cre

need to be studied and solutions found. Such a study is of greClt innortance

in this regard and in designinr syllahuses, in Alerting teachers, librarian~

teacher training institutes and ~ther people concerned.

1.3 Lirnit~tion o~ the study

The use of a criterion set for native speakers of Eoglish (see Table

II review of lit.cra.ture) in tho absence o" :l criterion for L2 SP03K8J: S

when determining students' reading ability and the employment of taacher

made tests can have some effects on th.::reSults. However, the

researcher believes that this C2nnot brinp q si?nific~nt change on the

resul ts.

1.4 Definition of terms

Accept.able word ~lethori:one of tho t echn iques of scor inv clozc t cst s

where all semant i ca l Iy and synt act i ca l l y ccr-r ect answers CITE'

accepted as correct.

EX3.ct word method: P, system of correct ing cloth t est s "There only th,=;

r estorat ion of a word used by the author in acc errt ed as correc t >

* Bahir Dar teachersi collepe is one of the c0JloJ!es under the

Addis Ababa University
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Subject:rcfers to the samnle nopulation

Read.ability~ Comnrehensibility

Reading The ability to extract inform1.tion from a p.-iventext

ctS efficiently ~s possible

1.5 Abbrevations and symbols

1.5.1 Abbrevations

n :::number of observations

r :::coefficie~t of correlation

C.N :::Code Number

A.J.\..U:::Addis Ababa University

BDTC - Bahir Dar Teachers! Collepe

MCQ :::Hultiple choice ouest.ion

S.D :::Standard diviation.

1.5.2 Symbols

summa t ion sign

x -, mean of clozc1

X2 ::: mean of comor ehehens ion

Ll ::: First Lanp.;u::tge

L2 ,- ~econd Language

n1 :::number of overvat ion for cloz e
t ' r ,

'i ccmnr ehs i.on

t - t-value calculated



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF REV.TED LITERATURE

In this chapter, a brief theoretical overview of the ava:i.lahleworks on

reading, readahility formulae, readability graphs, c1oze, and comnrehension

questions is presented.

2.1 ~ior],,~on ReadinE

The scientific study of reading hegan by scholars in ~urope in the

middle of the nineteenth century (Smith,1965) and spread to the other parts

of the world, especially to the United States of America. The stress at that

time was then on oral readinr. Oral reading do~inated the sch001 curriculum

UP to the 1960' 5 partly because it was supported bv the Li.ncuist ic thcor ies

of Bloomfield and Fries which advocat cd that "Lanpuaz e was speech, not

wri ting; a language was a set 0+ habits ;1 (sandr a Si1 be strei.n, 1987). The

development of reading ability was thought to be mecharii.ca.l, i.e., once

the students have mastered the oral speech, they wi ll have also mastered.

reading because wri tin? "JaS thousht to be speech wri tten down.

In tile 60's and 70's, however, as foreign students started coming into

the United States, it was pr0ved that the theory could no more solve the

problem of advanced foreign students vho needed an e+f ici errt r-eadi.ng skill

in order to cope with the dcman.:l.put upon them in their subJect 3rea text

bocks . This and the new insip:ht gai ned from psycho lopv and Linzu lst i.cs

(termed p sycho li.nguist ics) made the shift of i:'1~)ortanceto silent read inz

(from oral reading). Except for the speci~l y:uT1'OSeS it serves on its own

(for school teachers, r~dio broadcasters, etc.), oral readinr is no more given

the place it used to occupy.
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Much of the work done today belongs to the sphere of silent reading.

In respect to this topic, Broughton at a1 (1980) write 11 It is a common

experience that the greatest amount of reading that is done in the world

is silent reading" and because of the impo:rt~nt rolc it plays in contast

with oral reading it has come to mean what these writers further state

"si Ient reading is perhaps the nea rest approach to the essence of readi.ng."

Thus the concept of reading under silent reading is see not as

something mechanical but as an active process in which

the reader is actively engaged in striving to

reconstruct the author's message. He or she participates

in an internal dialogue in which hypotheses arc

form8d, predications made, doubts expressed,

uncertainities subsquently clarrified, new

Lnformat ion grafted on to old, old vi.ews modified

by new etc. (William Ray, 1986).

rccongrrizi.ng that reading is a process, ~/iarisonD. Jenkinson (1973)

classifies reading into three stages, name ly , constructing, Int.erprct Ing ,

and evaluating meaning. Each of the three St3[':CS have their respect'"vc

skills that an efficient reader has to deve10p in order to te successful in

what he reads.

The most important ski llr needed to construct , interprete, and

evaluate meaning are listed by John Munby in Grellet (1981); Ellis P.. and

B. Tomilson (1986) Ii Ways of Teaching" by Jenkinson in Champman John L.

and Pam Czeriewska (1978).

Elis R. and B Tomilson (1986) for example list the skills as follows s

1. Understanding

a. The skill of under st.anding the meaning of lexical items, i.e ••

denotqtive and connotative meaninrs
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b. Understanding grammatical meanin~s (structural meanings):

1) basic sentence structure of statements and questions.

ii) concepts of reason, r0sult, contrast and condition etc.,

as sifnalled by subordinators and coordinators.

iii) connectors 1ike'on the other hand,' 'moreover.'

iv) structural devices which enable to refer back to some previously

mentioned items (e.g. the pronoun").

2. Reasonin? skills
Understanding the raasoning, sequence of ).e>gicthat unite sentences

in order to deduce ~dditional neaning from what is stated in the text;
J

they are vital in guessing the meaning of the te~t as a whole.

3. Selection skills.

Selection skills enab le the reader to perceive the internal organ i zati.on

of a text (i.3, the introduction, development and conclusion in the

text, or distinguishing between what is q main point, a subsidary

point and example.

4. Evaluating skills

Considering the idea and information of the writer critically and to be

able to relate this to one's own expBriencc. The reader must also

agree or disagree with the writer1s opinicns. Evaluating skills also

include evaluating the writer's language: Considering whether the

vocabulary, structure, and style is appropriate to the purpose.

Besides defining reading as an active process, some writers quoti~g

Goodman (1970) define it as a psycholingustieguessing game (CeIce-Murc i.a,
1970). The implication of this as int0rprcted by Silbestrein (1987) is
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1. Reading is an active process in which the reader forms preliminary

expectations about the material and then selects the fewest most

productive cues necessary to confirm or reject those expectations.

This is a sampling process in which the reader employs his knowledge

of vocabulary. syntax, discourse, and the world.

2. Reading must be viewed as a two-fold phenomenon involving process

(comprehending) and product (comprehension).

3. Reading involves an interaction be tween thought and language. Th.G

reader brings to the task a formidable array of information and ideas,

attitudes, and beliefs. This knowledge ~oupled with the ability to

make linguistic predictions determine the ex?ectation the reader will

develop while reading.

Thus> summari zing, what reading is, 'lIe can only say that reading is the

sharing of experience between the writer and the reader (Nuttal,1982).

This sharing of experience: presupposes that the reader and tho writer

share the same language abilities as we ll as field of experience. i. e .•

intellectual knowledge. attitudes, beliefs, etc. Unless these

preconditions are fulfilled the result is no doubt failure in

understanding as it is mostly the case \'JithFL students. In addition.

Elis R. and B Tomlison (1986) give other reasons for failure in

reading. These are:

1. Lack of familiarity with certain types of writing.

2. Misreading the written words (e.f!. the complaints were not

satisfied for cOITj?lainants)

3. Giving wrong meaning to lexical items in 11 text (e.r. same and

similar)
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4. HisuTIclGTsvmding structural meaning (E).F. modi fv i.ng structures,

subord:i nat o and coordinate, sentence ad j encts - function of wnrc1:;

1ike "pos s i.bl y'", "almost!', etc., flllinsis, anauhor a , and ca taphor a-

referinB back or forward.

S. Inability tu appreciate the organization of a text.

6. Inability to relate ideas to the text, i. e, whether ideas func t ion

additional)'; contrasting or as a reason.

7. Lack of familiarity with cultural context of the text.

8. Inability to grasp the intellectual context of the text: In this

regard both Ellis Rand B. Tomlison U(86) and S'i l l-e str e in (19gn

have similar views. Sil bestrein wr it.es , " Without requisite

technical knowl edge it is impossible to comnr ehend even s irnn l i.f i.ed

texts in a field corro l etely different from one I sown. "

9. Inability to appreciate indirect me2nin? (ir0ny,satire, ~iguTat~ve

language that enable to say one thinf: rut to ~mnly something

different.
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2.2 Works on Readability
2.2.1 Readability Formulae

Works on readability started in 1924 by Washbrune and his associates
who were making an experiment to rate the level of children's literature
(Hildreth: 1985). This work later developed into the first readability
formula known as the Washbrune-Voge1 formula. After several revisions
and alterations, (the original work included a number of different words
per one thousand word passage, number of prepositions in the same passage~
and number of simple sentences in seventy five sample sentences). The
formula was later made to include only three e1ementsA (1) number of different
words (2) number of different uncommon words and (3) number of simple
sentences (Gilliland: 1975).

Since this pioneering effort, many other experts have devised formulae
based on two common factors (a) vocabulary load which is used to predict
the number of infrequent words, the number of difficult and polysyllabic
words (e.g. words with affixes) most of them making use of standard word
frequency list such as Thorandike Teachers' Word Book or Word list
derived from them.

Concerning the number of readability formulae, Gilliland mentions
as many as thirty-one referring to Klare (1963). In this study, however,
only those that are in accordance with what Gilliland mentioned
above will be discussed, for the writes" not all of them (i.e. 31 formulae)
have been tested and ,validated systematically and not all have been
accepted as genuine formulae."

The ones presented below, therefore. are those presented by
Gilliland (1975) and others (Rye: 1982. L.J. Champman and Pam Czerniewska:
1978) in the light of the above mentioned criteria according to the dates
of their publications:



1. Morris and Hal ve.-son t s (1938) Ide.: An21ysis Tec.m ique .

This formula is based. 0::, the se l ect i.or of H sampl e text, key "!o:.-:'d~

and ph~ases which convey ~deas re;lected as content words. Those id03.S

are -'.:hen divided into fou': class i f icat ions :

Classification I: the s implest word labe Ls I earned early Ln life common

to £1.11 member-s o~: a .qi'ren cul ture .

Cl ass Lf i.cat i.cn ::1: words Learned 03:..-1y in life; but art; s imp l e localisms

used by groups w.i th.in t he popul at ion .

Glas s i f icat i.on III: Words refe:or:',ng ';':0 conc re t;e :;'deas, e. g. persons' and

place nane s .

Classification IV: abscr act wovds rcfer:cin;; to qual Lies) scat es of mind

and other r ef'erent.s wh i ch lack the ab i Li ty cf CO~1Co:e/:ewore l ab l cs .

The authors :'::ormu!ated a w ide number of rut es ~or ana lys iig texts

by this method. though ',L~Je in for:;1q<:io:-, ~,s provi de-I on cr icer i.a , validity

or app l Icab i Li ty . 7h,;se~h{:areticCll shor t comi.ngs , 'i.:ogothe:: Wh:1 prcb l ems

of t ime consuming admi rrl scr ac i on and basic acces s i.b i Li ty have +esu l t ed

in the t'orm:.lld bei.nz ~,i~":::''3USe" •

..,"-. FlosI:. (194;;)

1. Reading E9.S0 Porrnul a.

The fornul a is based 0:,: .he systematic se Iect i c-i of one hund red wor-t

samples from a '::ext and deterrni.ni.ng the number of ''WId:: p0T sentence which

in ~:he formula gi ven below:

{{eading Ease 20E. 8.35-0. SS46l1L ... 1. 01551

attained in order to rJa~ the passage.



II. Human Interest Formula. This formula is based on the followi.ng

instructions:

Systematically select one hundred \;lordsamples.

Count the number of personal vor ds per 101) "JOrnS ( Ph') in the formula.

Count the number of personal sentences DeT 100 sentences (ps) in the

formula

Calculate the equation:

Human interest = ,3.635 nw - 0.314 ps

3. Dale and Chall (1948)

Instructions:

Select 100 word s~mples t~roUffhnut the text (every tenth page for books).

Compute the average sentence lenpth in hords (X2).

Compute the percentage of words outside Dale list of

3,000 (Xi or Dale score).

Calculate the equation ;

Xc50 = 1579 ~l + 0.0496 X2 + 3.6365
where Xc50 is the read i.ng grade score of nup ll who an -wer ed one half

of a series of test ques t.i.ons en correctly.

r

4. Robert Gunning (1952) 'The Per Indexi

Instructions:

5~lect s?~ples of 100 words syste~atically.

Determine the averasse sentence lenf'th~ number of words divided by the

number of words divided by the nu~ber of sentences.

Determine the average of hard words by c0untinr- the number r.f three

or mor e syllables (with some excent ions) . Obtain the 'Poz Ind ex '

by totalling these two factors and nul t ip lvi no by four. The: Fog

Index' gives the readinr level required for understanding the material.
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S. Spache (1953) [as quoted by G.R. Klare in L. John Chapman and Pan

Czerniewska (1978) )

Grade level = 0.141 Xl + 0.086 X2 + 0.839

where Xl = average sentence length in words
X2 = number of words outside the Da le list of 769 words ,

6) Mc Laugt.l:n (1969) SMOG Grading

This formula as presented by Ryme (1982) is based on the following

instructions:

1. Count ten consecutive sentences near the bepinning of a book,

ten near the middle and ten near the end.

2. In the 30 selected sentences, count every word which is three or

more syllables long.

3. Estimate the square root of the number of nolysyllabic words thus

counted.

4. Add three to the approximate square root.

5. The resulting fjgtre corresponds to an American school grade level.

Each of the founders of the above formulae confidentially claim that

his formula can be applied to any samnle to render the exact readability

level of that text. Some readers, however, do not completely agree with

the assertions for they say that as much as one cannot dney the imnortanc€

of the formulae as to give him an approximate estiMation of the grade level

that he assesses, he cannot also deny that they are not free of any

shortcomings. The shortcomings make the use of the formulae either

undesirable or affect the result adversely. Gilliland (1975) and Rye

(1982) for example, point out several of the shortcominp-s as follows:

- Excessive work time and difficulties of comnutations;

- The effect of variation on snmple ;
- Oversimplification caused by the general use of word and sentence

measure;
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- reliability caused by the assumptions that short words are easily

readable than long words without taking into consideration the

familiarity of the word and the concept that the word conveys

(e.g. grandmother vs ran)
- The impossibility of bringing reader's background knowledge and

motivation into the context;
..The impossibility of applying very many of the formulae into the lower

level of reading ability;

- The wrong assumption that the relationship between word difficulty

and sentence length will rise at every stage to cope with the reading

difficulty at those stages.

- Inconsistency that may arise due to time (being outdated);

- place of Publication (e.g. American and British word list differ)

- The setting of different criteri~ for setting grade levels

and making correlations;

- The lack of consistency between the formulae in estimating grade

levels (e.g. The Dale-Chall and McLaughlin under estimate texts

while the Gunning formula is over estimating them).

Though numerous are the inconsistencies as listed above, this, however,

does not mean that the formulae have to be completely given up once and

for all. What Gilliland (1975) and Rye (1982) intend to remind us is that

the results obtained are rather approximations than exact and this could

be corrected by certain existing norms or teachers' experience.

With this in mind, it is always possible to make use of anyone of

the formulae for the purpose one intends t~ achieve.

In the case of the study in this paper too, reference has been made

to studies that have made use of one or the other of these formulae. In

his study of the reading ability of the HSIU Freshman students James
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A. Lee (1967) applied Flesch formul~ and the Davis Test and found that

the students were made to read texts which varied from grade 12 - 16 while

their actual reading ability level varied from grade 4 - 11. As a final

conclusion, he stated that the students were forced to read what was above

their ability which resulted in the students' being frustrated. Similarly.

Tsegaye WOldeyesus (1982) conducted a research on the AAU Geography and

Chemistry Freshman students of that year investigating their reading

abilities using the 'Fog Index' and the cloze test. The result of his

study showed the 'Fog Index' of the text beoks to be 11.5 and 14.2

respectively. As a conclusion, he stated that the geography students could

not understand their text books without diagnostic instructions while

the chemistry students could only do this if they got assistance from

their instructors.

Lastly, Tibebe Alemayehu (1987) used the ;Fog Indexr and the cloze

test in his investigation of the proficiency level of the 12th grade students

of government and mission schools in Addis Ababa and concluded that the

mission school students were more proficient than that of government

school students.

2.2.2 Works on graphs and readability charts

Apart from the readability formulae discussed above there are also a

few readability tables and graphs which can be used for the same purpose.

The three commonly used readaoility graphs in this respect as.presented by

Gilliland (1975) anJ Fry;s (1968) readability graph, Me Laughlin's (1986)

readability table and Mugford's (1969) readability chart.

Of these three. Fry's readability graph is the one which is going to

be employed in this study and is therefore, worth discussing
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'-At though the grade level designations are for America", Fry (1968) says.

"this readability graph was first developed for use in Uganda." Although

this readability chart is by no means free from the shortcomings related

to all readability formulae discussed earlier, it is preferred to all

of them for the advantage it has when compared to all the others.

The following discussion reveals the advantages:

(1) The results are related to a set of previously prepared tables and

requires little or no calculation. The following is what Fry (1968) writes

in connection with this:

As much as I admire the many works of Edgar
Dale and Jeanine ChaIl, I confess that I find
their readability formulae loaded with fussy
rules, a tedious vocabulary and decimal
figures carried to the fourth place, a bit overly
precise, when it only yields some scores such as 9-10 grades.

Besides its simplicity, one can also say that it is economical with respect

to space and money. This is what Fry has to say: "The Dale - Chall formul a

takes about eighteen printed pages while the readability graph takes about

one and one half."

Referring to some other formulae, like for example, the SRA in terms

of the cost required, he writes thus, "lile SRA formula is relatively simple,

but it requires a plastic gadget costing severalJ dollars and b.s only
four difficyl ty designations."

(2) Fry's comparison of his formula with Dale - Chall, Flesch's and Botel's

readability formulae produced correlations of 0.94, 0.96, and 0.78

respectively (Gilliland, 1975) which proves its high reliability. Fry

(1968) also believes that his readability graph has a satisfactory

validity. In fact, it is believed that the question of validity in general
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is a very difficult matter with all readability formulae for he says that

1) in the absence of rigorous standard it is not possible to determine;

for example> "what fourth grade difficul ty is as opposed to fifth grade

one." He therefore concludes, "the agreement between publishers and

educators seems to be loose which is based a little on experience and

perhaps a little on the test data as to what grade level designations mean

(Fry: 1968)." (2) That no two tests issued at different times render the

same result i.e. grade level (e.g.1957) California and 1965 Standford

reading tests). Fry says, "in general newer tests are more difficult

or in other words, a ninth grade student today reads better than a ninth

grade student of former years." (Fry. 1968).

The question of validity seems to be a dilemma; nevertheless1 Fry

does not leave it unresolved. He suggests a partial way out of it by

recommending the use of relative ranking which means that one has to use

the formula and another comprehension test on several reading passages

and see if the formula ranks the passage in the same order as that

of the reading comprehension test taken by groups of students. Or the

other alternative according to Fry is comparing one formula with another

by rank order correlation and see if the formula consistently ranks some

books hard and others essay. This is exactly what Fry did with his formula

before he fully confirmed its validities as indicated in Table I
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TABLE I: FRY'S FORMULA (1968) COMPARED WITH OTHER FORMULAE

Dale- Student
Book Title Fry SRA BatIe Chall Flesch Comprehension

Light in Forest 2.5 2.5 1.0 1.5 2.5 1.5

Mice and Hen 2.5 2.5 1.0 3.5 2.5 1.5

The Pearl 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.5 2.5 3.0

Shane 2.5 2.5 2.5 3.5 2.5 4.0

Death be out Proud 6.5 7.0 7.0 6.0 6.0 5.0
Moon is Dawn 5.0 3.5 4.5 6.0 6.0 6.0

To kill a Mocking Bird 6.5 5.5 4.5 6.0 6.0 7.0

Tale of Two cities 8.0 9.0 9.0 10.0 9.0 8.9
Silas Marner 9.5 9.0 10.0 8.5 8.0 9.0
Act One 9.5 9.0 7.0 8.5 10.0 10.0

Table I from Fry (1986)

2.3 Works on Cloze Procedure and Cloze Error Analysis

2.3.1 Works on Cloze Procedure

The title cloze was originally derived from the description of certain

aspects of perception given by Gestalt pycholofists who say that the human

mind has the tendency to complete patterns or sequences. James Rye (1982)

rejects this belief on the ground that "although extremely popular as a

theoretical model~ such a view fails to take account of the cognitive

nature of the c10ze task." James Rye (1982) thus describes the c10ze

procedure as a conscious activity requiring a different kind of sampling

and matching.lI (Ibid.)

Wade and Dehirst (1983) in their review of the cloze procedure as a
testing device write:

The cloze procedure measures the ability of a reader
to use a variety of contextual interrelation ships in completing
any particular blank. It deals not only with specific
word meanings but also the validity of the reader to respond
..•.•.•.•. ""A .• ..•• __ •.•..•.• __
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Wade and Dehirst thus have a strong confidence in the power of the

c10ze procedure to go beyond the print and measure a pupil's understanding

of words, facts, and relationships. Gilliland (1975), too, put the same

idea in a different way when he writes: "A response to a c10ze test

reflects the total language abilities of the reader in particular the way

in which the reader can respond to cues using his combined primary and

intermediate and higher reading skills."

Based on this Gilliland (1975) defines the c10ze procedure as the

best technique to measure readability for it not only appears to reflect

readability but also on the ground that the performance of the reader is

measured on the sample of the test to be read.

Regarding what is required of a testee in a cloze test and what actually

is the test, Hubbard, Peter et a1 (1985) write, " it is a test based on a
thpassage from which every n word has been deleted ... for the reader to

fill in." Or in a slightly different manner Rye (1982) writes quoting the

Bullock report (0. C. S, 1975): "the use of a piece of writing in wh ich certain

words have been deleted and the pupil has to make maximum possible use of

context clues available in predicting the missing words." In filling the

missing words the testee is required to do three things (Donald Moyle in

Reading, 1978): (1) Select a word according to grammatical rules. (2)

Select a word with the correct meaning (3) Choose a word which fits best

with the language patterns and vocabulary employed by the author.

Besides the strength of the cloze test mentioned above, there are

also other qualities which make it preferable to all other type of tests

in measuring readability. J. Rye (1982) for example, lists the following

six points in this respect:
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(1) ease of construction which avoids many of the difficulties

associated with setting questions (e.g. ambiguify);

(2) fixing attention on a wide sample of the passage;

(3) avoiding biasedness which is inevitable in other forms of questions

(i.e. favouring certain parts of the text and disregarding others);

(4) the provocation of though and requirement of inferences when deleting

parts at regular intervalS;
(5) its requirement of wide abilities such as recognition of words, its

use of semantics and at times stylistic information to infer and

predict, the drawing of meaning from outside the context of the

immediate sentence. skimming to recapitulate on what has been read,

scanning in search of unspecified information that may help the

prediction;

(6) the possibility of the cloze test to supply a context from the

question so as to enable the reader to use that context to discover

meaning unlike other reading tests which consists of isolated words

or sentences that appear slightly artificial without the context.

John Oller referring to these qualities mentioned above as an

advantage over the other forms concludes that these qualities enable

the cloze procedure to have "internal consistency, readability,

validity" besides the other qualities mentioned earlier;

Concerning the test;s validity as well, Gilliland (1975) appreciates

the cloze procedure, for both the reader and the text are assessed

simultaneously when the cloze test is applied without the need for

different criteria to assess them. This he believes to have given the

cloze test a greater face validity.

Besides what has been said about the test's validity there are also

other evidences from other sources based on the correlations obtained by
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different people at different times. These are what Rye (1982) reports:

Rankin (1959) reports Jenkinson to have obtained a correlation of

0.82 between the scores of the latter's cloze tests and multiple choise

tests on the same material. Jenkinson again found correlations of 0.78

and 0.73 between scores on his cloze test and standard scores on two

standardized reading tests. Rankin (1969) correlated his own work with

that of Culhane's and obtained an average of 0.68 between their cloze

tests and multiple choice tests on the same five passages administered

for over 100 students.

The highest correlation was found by Bormuth (1968 a and b). With

the help of the tests he constructed, he measured the comprehension of

vocabulary, explicitly stated facts, sequences of events, causal

relationships, main ideas and the author's motive in nine passages, whose

scores were later compared with that of ~rimary children on cloze tests

of the same passages, where a validity coefficient ranging from 0.73 to

0.84 was obtained.

After the discussion of the essence of the cloze procedure thus far.

the next question that comes to mind is how to interpret the scores of

the cloze tests on particular passages. Rye (1982) in this respect mentions

certain criteria set by Bormuth (1967) and (1968a) and Rankin et al (1969).

This criterion was obtained as a result of a study involving the scores

of 300 pupils on multiple choice questions set on a passage and their

scores on clozc test on the same passages as shown in Table II
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Tt,BLE II: CRITERIA TO DETERMINE STIJDENTS' ACHIF.VEHFNT RY LEVEL

Item
Frustration

level
Instruction

level
Independent

level

Comprehension o - 74 75 - 89 <10 - 100

Cloze Test o - 39 40 - 5~ 60 - 100

As discussed in Rye (1982), if a child scores 90-100, ~nd 60-100 in

a comprehension and cloze test respectively, he is at the independent

level and he wi ll be able to understand the Language well enough to be

able to cope with the languape on his own.

If a child scores 75-c9, 40-59 on comprehension and cloze test. ho

however, he is at the Lns truc ti.onaI level and he will he ab le to cope with

the language to some extent but will need assistance from an adult if he

were to be able to understand the passage fully.

Lastly, if a child is 0-74 and 0-39 for the comprehension and cloze

test respectively, he is at the frustration level. The language will be

too difficult for him to cope with, even if an adult were available to
help him.

When dealing with the above criterion in determing those levels,

however, certain points which are believed to affect the cloze scores

that in turn determine the levels need to be considered. These are scorin~

method and the deletion rate of the cloze test. With regard to the

scoring method of a cloze test, Theo Van Els et al (1~84) rive three
current methods as follows:

i) The exact word method which only counts those words as correct

which occured in the ori~inal text.

ii) The acceptable word method which counts every word which is

appropriate in context as correct (synonym scorinp).
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iii) C10zentrapy (produced by Darnell (1968) which uses native

speakers' responses as the norm)

Comparison of (i) and (ii) usually resulted in controversies as vrhi.ch

one of the two methods to favour. This can be best illustrated in what

Charles Alderson (1979) says when he writes" "The research to date is

contradictory, but tends to recommend the exact word scoring procedure

because it correlates highly with the other procedures used (Stubbs

and Tucker, 1978; Oller. Atai and Irvine. 1974)"

As reported in Rye (1982), Mobley (1980) had found out synonym

scoring to have produced high scores though she concluded that they

lead to subjective judgement replacing objective testing.

As can be concluded from the discussion of the comparisons above, the

exact word method appears to be recommended for the sake of objectivity.

As to the c10zentrapy method, its use seems to have been discouraged due

to the existence of a lot of v~r1Ations in the language proficiency ~f
native speakers. It is because of this that Alderson (1979) referred

to it as "misleading."

Coming back to the distance between the deleted words which affects

the result of the students' achievement either postively or negatively,

Van Els et al (1984) mention two methods of deleting words. These are:

1) the fixed ratio method in which every nth word in a passage is deleted

2) the variable ratio method selected on the basis of certain characteristics

(e.g. only content words or function words to be deleted).

"Unless a test is intended to measure specific aspect," say Van Els

et a1 (1984)." the fixed ratio method seems preferable."
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Apart from the presence of variablity affecting the cloze score,

differences can be noticed in the particular method selected, too. As

differences exist in the variable ratio method, for instance, between

content words and function words in determining the difficulty level

of a passage, differences can also exist to a certain degree in the exact

word method in applying the fifth, the seventh, or the tenth deletion

method, especially when young children are involved as Moyle (1978) discusses

referring to what Smith and Dechant (1961) had pointed out saying

that a passage cannot be understood by young children if more than one

word in ten cannot be read.

Regarding adult or advanced readers~ however, J.e. Alderson (1979)

points out that providing more than ten to twelve words of context has no

effect on the predictability of deletion though providing less than five

words does. He, therefore, states that the general tendency is to use a

deletion rate of five. Preferring the fixed ratio method he also warns

against the change in fre~ency because he believes that this may result

in unexpectedly more difficult test. In concluding the preference of the

fixed ratio method of scoring in general and the exact word method in
particular, Rye (1982) writes:

What ever the advantages and disadvantages of
synonym scoring, the facts remain that in
developing their criteria for judging cloze
score, Bormuth, Rankin, and Culhane used
the exact word scoring. If teachers wish to use
their criteria it would be unscientific not to follow
their recommended method.

In general, when evaluating levels of testees against the above

mentioned check points in cloze test, however. Rye (1982) warns us against

too much absolutism or being too much ambitious. He says that the figures

of 40 percent and 60 percent are only approximate attempts to conviniently
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combine the fruits of different studies. Bormuth (1968a) produced figures
of 44 percent correct for the instructional level and 57 percent for the
independent Rankin et al (1968) produced figures of 41 percent correct and
61 percent correct respectively.

Rye (1982) has also the following to say about comprehension "One
also needs to remember that the levels of comprehension to which these
percentage scores have been linked have themselves been arbitrarily
selected."

He, therefore, summarizes the topic by suggesting that one should not
be too confident to say that the text is difficult and be eliminated because
a child for example, scored 39 percent in the cloze test. It is better to
say that the problem is acute and teachers be alert against the problem.

2.3.2 Cloze Error Analysis

The purpose of giving a cloze or a comprehension test, in the first
place, is to know the degree of difficulty that they face in understanding
the text. This by itself, however, cannot be the end. The end must be
in accordance with what Rye (1982) writes.

It is one thing to know that a child has a
reading problem and can only score a
certain low mark on a reading test: it is an
entirely different matter to know what is wrong
with the child's reading ability and to be able
to help that child overcome specific problems.

In the light of this, Rye (1982) suggests a relatively simple four-
category system for examining cloze errors as presented below.

Type I Errors

These comprise of all errors which are semantically acceptable.
Besides making sense in the context of the whole passage and fit into
the syntax of the sentence, in the majority of cases, they can also be
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synonyms or words which do not significantly alter the sense of the main
meaning.

The following examples given by Rye illustrate this idea further.
(1) He didn't look (seem) seriously injured (2) Can you imagine what the
sergeant would ~ (do) when he read my report.
These errors help (one) to provide information about the child's use of
context.

Type II Errors

Errors classified under this category are errors which are sy::.",::-:.ctically
appropriate, but serr.anticallynot. These errors are usually of the same
class as the original word and acceptable in terms of tense, person, case
and number. Examples provided to illustrate them are as follows:

1. I wasn't sure if h& (you) could see or hear me.
2. Take him to the np.arest (largest) zoo.

But there are sometimes except ions to such a rule.

Example,
He didn;t ~ (looked) .....

Here the incorrect verb form has been used.

Type III Errors

Errors which can be clas5ified under this rule are those which are
semantically acceptable but s)~tactically unacceptable. They will
probably be words from the same root as the missing word or have a
similar meaning to it, and yet ~ill be inappropriate in terms of tense,
person, case and number. They rray also be similar in meaning but belong
to a completely different word class . The following are examples given
by the author to elaborate them.
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1. The man had fallen (fell) into the rut.---
2. He di~~'t lnok (leoked, seems) seriously injured.

Type IV Errors

In this care~ory come responses which are totally unacce?table, either
semantically or syntactically.
Examples:

1. Green peas ~ (he) now racing round his jntestines.
2. It's not that (was) wanted.
After discussing the errors made by students it is also necessary

to interpret them because it is only after doinp this that we can look for
the remedies. So the first question that comes to mind is what does
each of these errors imply?

Rye (1982 : 80-81) has answered it for us.
Regarding ~I erros, Rye reports that if a child makes such mistakes,
it means that although he has understood the passa~e on one level, and is
familiar with the synactical patterns of the passage, he has failed to
make t~·..,--,-~;<' - ~.~_nguisticmatch with the language of the writer.
Regarding this he presents three reasons.
1. If the passage has a high ?ronortion of uncommon words, these errors

may either reflect the child's limited vocabulary, or the child's
preference for common words.

2. If the child has a sophisticated vocabulary he or she ~ay be failing
to appreciate information about the tone of the passage.

3. These errors may re~~0sent the child's failure to use the clues
available to deduce precise meaning. The right class of word is
chosen and enough of the meaning is understood to enable the child
to reject totally inappropriate words, but not suf~icient is

understood to produce the exact word.
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Type II erors.

A comparatively high proportion of these would suggest that the
children have a good appreciation of syntax, but that they ~re not
understanding what they are readinr. They can sense when a word from the
wrong class has been produced in some caSGS; or when the wronf morpholory
has been used. However, they are probably focussin(.lmuch attention on
the linpuistic segment in question and ipnorinr the sense of the sentence
and passare as a whole. They may be reading too fast. They may be too
used to ' barking at print' without understandinff meaninp. If a high
number of Type II errors is accoM~anied by a low numher of Type I and
Type III errors one could assume that the child needs to learn mor~ about
inferinR meaning from cxsisting information.

Type III errors
Errors in this catep.ory represent tWG different problems. A child

may suggest a word of the correct class and yet he inaccurate in the
precise form of the word. Quite common failures with verbs are the
supeestion of a word in the ~rronp sense~ or in a form which does not agree
with number of the subject. On a more serious level a child may be able
to understand the gist of what the writer is tryinp to say and yet fail
to channel that understanding Ir.tothe appropriate syntactic pat.tern of
the context.

Type IV errors

The errors represent the mo~t serious kind of failure because the
children '--e not using either of the two main sources of help available
to them.

2.4 Comprehension Quest~ons

Comprehension questions can be set to assess the reader's ca~acity
to make use of ~he skills requi~ed to develp in him and to determine his
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level of reading ability. Y. Lukmani (1982) and Christine Nutta1 (1985)
classify comprehension questions into the following six categories:

Questions of literal comprehension. i.e. question whose answers are
directly and explicity available in the text.

Questions involving reorganization or reinterpretation or questions
which require the student to obtain literal information from various parts
of the text and put them together or questions which require the student
to reinterpret information. Such questions are valuable in that they
make the students consider the text as a whole rather than thinking of
each sentence on its own.

Questions of inference or questions that oblige the student to read
between the lines' to consider what is implied but not explicity stated.
Such questions in Nutta1' s words are "considerabl1y more difficult than
either of the former type because they require the student to unders~and
the text well enough to work out its implications.

Questions of evaluation or questions that involve the reader in making
a considered judgement about the text in terms of what the writer is trying
to do, and how far he has achieved it. rlliatthe reader is asked to do
with this type of question may be to judge, for instance, the writer's
honesty or bias, the force of the writer's argument, or the effectiveness
of his narrative power. Such type of questions as Nuttal says are "the
most sophisticated of all." They ask the reader not merely to respond,
but also to 'analyse his response and discover the objective reasons for
it' as well as 'measuring it against the presu~ed intention of the writer.'
Examples of such type given by Nuttal are questions of literary appreciation.
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Questions that call for personal response or Questions which depend

much on the reader and least on the writer. In answerinp such questions,

the reader is not asked to assess the techniques by means of which the

writer influences him, but sirn~ly to recvrd his reaction to the content

of the text. As Nuttal points out," This may vary from I'm convinced or

I'm not interested to I'm moved or 11m horrified. Or it may includo

such questions as Ilwhat is your opinion about X or "What does it contribute

to ...?"

Questions concerned with how the writer says what he means.

The first, fourth, and fifth types of questions are questions which

ask what the writer says and how the reader res~on8s to what he has read.

But the other questions (i.e the second, third, and the sixth) are

questions which ask how the writer says and what he says. Such questions

are helpful in indicatin~ how much of a text the reader understands.

The skills involved in order to understand a text as listed by Franco:se

Grellet (1981) are the following:

- identifying relation in a sentence.

(e.g. subject verb);

- the skill of reco~nizing anaphoric and cataphoric references

(pronoun references);

- the skill to use cohesive devices;

- the skill to distinguish main ideas from sup:oorting details;

the skill to reco~nize the functional value of propositions

(explaining, defininp., classifying, etc.);

understanding or identifying key sentences in paragraphs in order

to be able to summarize the main idea of the passage;
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As much as one has to know the type cf questions that he is v,oing

to include in the question papers, he also needs to know the form of the

questions that he is goinr to set. Widdowson (1981) regardinp: this

classifies comprehension questions into four catepories as indicated

below.

1. Wh- questions

2. Polar or yes/no Questions

3. Truth Assessment or true/false

4. Multiple choice (~1CQ)

Since the form of question that is ~oin~ to be emnloyed in this

paper is the ~~Q,a few words will be said about it.Wilpa M.Rivers

says "Reading comprehension, and readinr c0mprehension ?lone is more

validly tested by selection of the corroct answer from multinl~ choice

items in the foreign language on a read inr nas sage ;"

As much as the MCQ's are ~dvantaveous in that they do not involve

the composing skill which creates unnecessary trouble for the testee,

MCQ's have also one problem. /\smentioned by l"jdiowson (1981), this

problem arises as a result of the fact that MCQ's have distractors which

put the focuss of attention 0') thc compr ehend ing skill which means that

the testee is required not only to comprehend the passa~e "but ~lso the

fine distinctions which in f~ct have nothing to do with the understanding
of the ~assage. If, for example, he misunderstands the sentences, the

differnce between them appears to be very slipbt and discriminat i.ngputs

a considrable demands on his comprehension skill. The way out seems to

make the correct alternative. ohvious sc that they (the distractors)

aptly named could be discounted. But this again nuts us in a difficult

situation because in that case the alternative serves no nurpose.
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Although it seems quite impossible to get rid of the problem completely,
the best way to come out of this problem. is therefore to follow what
Wilga Rivers (1970)

suggests:- to include elements which cause hesitation from the reading
passage.
to put the answer in such a way that it is obvious for the student
who has really understood the reading passage.

In this way, the students who have understood the passage will
choose the best answer without hesitation while only those who did not
understand it are misled or fail to make distinctions between the distractors.



.. CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE

3.1 Methodology

In order to asses~the gap between the students' level of E~plish reading
proficiency and their ability to read their subject area text books, two
types of tests, namely, cloze and comprehension were conducted and
administered to the sample population.

In addition to these tests, a questionnaire was also prepared and
adminstered in order to see if there would be (a statistically significant)
difference in reading ability among groups of the sam~le population which
consisted of students with different reading backgrounds, such as family,
schooling (government or mission), location, ~ethodologies applied by
teachers, students' reading habits, etc.

Statistical information such as mean (X), standard deviation (S)1

regression (r), etc., needed for the analysis of the study were computed
with the help of a computer.

3.2 Procedure

3.2.1 Procedure for the selection of the sample population

The subjects of the study are freshman degree and diploma students
enrolled in the B&bir Oar Teachers' College (BDTC) social science
departments during the 1987/88 academic year. The total number of
freshman students enrolled in the college during this academic year is
298, of which sixty-seven are degree students majoring in Pedagogical
science and minoring in one of the four subjects (see Table 111)-
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.- The sample selected for the study consists of twenty- degree

students (eleven of them minoring in BQglish and sixteen minoring in
geography) and fifty di?loma students majoring in English and geography.
(sixteen majoring in Enp,lish and thiry-four majoring in reography). For
the detail see Table III.

TABLE III
NUMBER OF DEGREE AND DIPLOMA STUDENTS OF BDTC BY
PROGRAMME OF STIJDY

DEGREE N.O

MAJOR-Pedagogical science 67

MINOR-Mathematics 24

English 11

Geography 17

Amharic 15

DIPLC'lHA

Social Science N.o Natural Science N.o
l. Amharic* 26 1. Biology
2. English 26 2. Chemistry
3. Geography 40 3. Physics
4. Adult

Education** 26 4. Mathematics

30

28

24

31

**
* the courses are given in Amharic

since most of the courses are practical the A~haric language is
used as a medium.

3.2.2 Procedure for the use of Fry's Readability granh.

As has been mentioned in the preceding chapter Fry's readahility
graph is one of the measurements currently employed to determine the
difficulty level of text books or any mate~ial. This readability graph has
been selected to determine the grade levels of the cloze and comprehension
passages to asses~the gap between the students' actual readin~ ability
and what is imposed on them by their subject area text books. The
method employed in calculating the grade levels of the passages is
based on what was recommended by Fry (1968). The steps recommended by
Fry in his own words, are as folows:
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1. Select three one hundred-word passages near the beginning, the
middle, and the end of a book

2. Count the total number of sentences in each hundred-word passage
(estimate the nearest tenth of a sentence).

3. Arrange the three numbers (add them together and divide them by 3)

4. Count the number of syllables in each hundred-word sample

5. Average the total number of syllables, three samples.

6. Plot on the graph the average number or sentences per 100 word and
the average number of syllables.

Example, given a certain book

Sentence lenth Number of syllables
page per 100 word per 100 word

100 word samples 5 9.1 122
89 8.5 140

150 7.1 129
Divided by 3 8.2 130

Plotting this on the graph one finds that the book is about fifth
grade difficulty level (See Appendix VI, p.31 for the readability graph)

3.2.3 Procedure for the Selection of Cloze
and Comprehension Passages

In selecting the passages for the cloze and comprehension tests, the
following procedures were used.
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1. Six passages for cloze and comprehension tests were selected from
English for New Ethiopia using Fry's readability formulae. They were
common passages for both students of the departments (see Table IV below)·

TABLE IV:
COMMON READING PASSAGES BY SOURCE AND rRAOES

TITLE OF THE PASSAGE SOURCE

1. The New Teacher E··glish for New Ethiopia, Grade 6;
semeSter I
English for New Ethiopia, Grade 7
semester II
En~lish for New Ethiopia, Grade 7
semester I
English for New Ethiopia, Grade 9
semester I
English for New Ethiopia, Grade 9
semester II
English for New Ethiooia. Grade In

2. Telling Time

3. Why is the lV-orid
Hungry?

4. Kpeping a Diary

5. The ~tory of Money

6. A Noble cause
semester

RFA.DING DIFF-
iCULrl BY GRADES

2

3

l,

5

6

7

2. Three passages of average difficulty levels were selecte1 from
the text books used for the common courses offered to second year degree
and diploma students of the Enp,lish and geography students

TABLE V:
SELECTED PASSAGES FOR ENGLISH STUDENTS BY SOURCE AND C,RADES

TITLE OF TIlE RANGE AVERM~E
PASSAGE DIFFICULTY SOURCE DIFFICULTY PAGE

My Old Home 3-9 The short story
(compiled Handout) 7 115

Munira 4-16 Petals of Blood··by
Nugugi 6 84

1801 8 Wuthering Heights 285
E. Bronte
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TABLE VI:

SELECTED PASSAGES FOR GEOGRAPHY STUDENTS BY SOURCE AND r,RADE

Title of ~he lassage Range of Sour~e Average page
Difficulty Difficulty

1. Weather 7 -16(College) Introduction to 12 20
climate (Handout)

2. Labour cost 7-12 Economic geography
by Alexander G. 9 234

3. Rate of conversion 7-16(College) Geomorphology by 10 360
of snow into ice W. spark

3. After the selection of these nine passages, a deletion of fi~ty blanks

per passage at fifth deletion rate and a total of four hundred and fifty

blanks were made for the cloze test.

4. Fifteen multiple choice questions (MCQ) per passage and a total of one

hundred and thirty-five questions on the nine passages were constructed.

5. Students were instructed how to answer the questions with the help of

familiar passages selected from their text book - Freshman English 101 A and

were briefed about the purpose of the test.

6. A total of five hundred and eighty-five questions (sum of 3 and 4 above)
were admi.n.i st er ed to the same p"pulation.

7. After the administration of the two tests, corrections were made

according to the following procedures :

i) For the c10ze test, each correct response was given two points.

ii) For the comprehension test, the total of each correct response

was divided by fifteen and then multiplied by one hundred in order

to change the computation into percentage.

* ·~e exact word method of correction is applied



CHAPTER IV

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 FINDINGS OF THE CLOZE AND CO~PRFHENSION TES,S

It is important for college students to read with understanding because
all the activities that lead to success in their studies depend on it.
In order to assess how far they are limited or successful in this respect,
nine passages of different reading grade difficulties were selected and
cloze and comprehension tests were constructed. The raw data of the result
are shown in Appendix IV.

Based on the result of this raw data of the four grours of students,
the means, the standard deviations, the t-vnlues and correlations for each
passage for both tests were computed using the following formulae .

•X = xi
ni

r
(x _ x)2i

S =y
n

t = xl - x2
SXl - x2

r = n x1x2 - x1x2 - xl x2
~[ (n- x 2 - ( xl)2) (n. x2 - ( x2)2 ) ]I

Tables VII - IX show the results of the computations.
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The main reasons for computing these statistical data were:

(1) to obtain the average scores for determining the students' actual

reading ability or the level at which they are found in the light of the

criterion discussed in the literature review (see Table II).

(2) to get information so as to judge whether the tests are valid or

not. This has been done by testing two things:

(a) whether the comprehension tests scores were always higher than

the cloze test

(b) Whether the correlations obtained between the cloze and

comprehension tests by researchers as mentioned in the literature

review can also be obtained in this study.

The results of the t-tests employed to test what is stated in

(a) above indicates a significant difference at 0.01 level of

all cases except one where significant difference is indicated

at 0.1 (see table VII).

This implies that the comprehension scores are greater than the cloze

scores throughout and indicates that the tests are valid

With reference to (b) above high correlations were obtained between

the cloze and comprehension passages up to grade four in most cases

(see Table VII) but fall below 0.5 after these grades. This too implies

that a high positive correlations (above O.S) means a high relationship

between the two tests. The relationship indicates that students who

scored high on one test also did the same on the other or the vice versa.

This positive correlation which steadily decreases as the difficulty

levels of the passages increase (difficulty level being determined by

word and sentence length as well as by more abstract concepts conveyed by
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them at higher levels) indicate that the understanding of the student
on both tests was related as far as the passages were comprehensible.
As the result, became more and more incomprehensible, the students
resorted to mere guessing rather than guessing accompained by thinking.
the result, the relation between the two tests came to zero and sometimes
to negative which implies that the reverse of the previous phenomenon is
being revealed. i.e, as the difficulty of the cloze test increased, that of
the comprehension test decreased.

4.1.1 Cloze Error Analysis

Apart from the statistical data discussed so far, an error analysis
of all the nine cloze passages was done in order to find out what has
caused such weaknesses in the students' reading ability. The results of
the analysis are presented in Tables X - XII.
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As can be seen fro~ TABLE X, for instance, eleven E~glish Degree
students made 204 errors on grade 2 uassage, i.e out of the total of 550
questions (blanks).

The breakdonw of the errors shows that twelve responses or 5.88 ,reent
were errors labelled semant IcalIy and syntactically correct. That is 'W say,
the responses are meaningful and structurally correct but considered wrong
because they are not the exact words of the author *1

The sample errors collected from the students' answer ~aners show
that such errors are not only the results of marking s>~onyms wrong but
-also include some other words which can fit in the context without

bringing much change on the whole meaning of the passage or any word
that can fit in the blank because it has not been determined by context
earlier.

The following are examples from students' answer sheets presented to
illustrate the point.

TABLE XIII: SEMANTICALLY AND SYNTACTICALLY CORRECT TYPE ERRORS BY PASSAGE
AND QUESTION.

Passage Q.No. Sentence

1 4 I cannot wash my hands**(cloth,feet,body)
1 10 He took his tools (instruments, materials)
2 26 People found out (knew,thought,said,believed)

that it had some advantages.
2 25 Did you know that you could tell (meassure)

time with water.

*1 the corrections are based on exact word method.
** The words in brackets are alternatives given for the word underlined.

underlined.
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Table XII, continued

Passage No.Quest. Sentence
3 2 For many years there have been famines

in different parts (places ,countries,
areas) of the world.

47 When farmers have used these (the)
seeds they have produced large crops

ThenBB%t category under which the breek down of the 204 errors is
made is under what is labelled semantically correct but syntactically
wrong. These types of errors indicate that the students have understood
the passage but failed to provide correct answers due to their lack of
control over the grammar of the language. The most common mistakes
observed are \ITong tens~, lack of subject and verb agreement, ~7ong ore-

~positions (partly because of LI influence), wrong use of modals, articles,
conjunction~adjectives and problems with transitive and intransitive
verbs. Examples from students own responses will be given on each af
them.
TABLE XIV _ A SAMPLE OF SEMENTICALLY CORRECT, SYNTACTICALLY WRONG ~RRORS

BY PASSAGE AND QUESTION.

Type of error ~ss_a=g_e __ Qu..•..es_t.No ._S_e_n_t_c_n_c__e _
TENSE I 7 Ato Kehede was*(is) not a

plumber, he was (become) a
teacher

2 12 I'llienthe sun was low in the
wests it was (is) time to work

3 1 For many years these have(has
were,had) been famines in
different parts of the word

3 8 There are (were) a number of
reasons

4 16 Everyday we write (wrote) ...
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TABLE XIV

Type of Error Passal!e Ques. No

._--------------------
Sentence

Agreement 4 30 There is(are) ulenty of room
for choice

Wrong
Prepositions

11

1

1 29

2 2

Wrong use
of Modals

2 33

There is a hole in (at, on,
around) the pipe.
He pushed the little children
awa~ (back, off)
He went to bed at (in,withoby)
da.rk.

The water clock could*(should)
be used to tell time

Articles 242

4 I

4 15

4 3S

Wrong use
of Adjectives

3 36

The animals eat~(the) lot of
grain
People sometimes start keeping
a (the) diary
But there is an (the) idea ...
We have gone ~ (an) long way

Without rain, there can not
(no) be crops.

Wrong use
of Transi tive
and intransitive

412

verbs 4 27

Fllil to
d1i'f"erE'nciate 3 39
the functional
values of
conjuctions

* possibility for obligation

The time of the day could be

told by the amount of water left
(filled) in the vessel.
something interesting that has
happened (done) durinp the day

since 1972, the price of fertilizer
has increased and (but) many
countries cannot huy as much as
they need
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The further break down of the 204 errors shows that 125 or 61.8 percent
of the errors are labelled under what is semantically and syntactically
•.....- ('leading).

These errors indicate that the students are not using either of the
two main sources (semantic and syntactic clues) available to then. As
the difficulty levels of the passages increased with increase in grades.
the number of errors in this row also increases. Furthermore, the increase
in the numbers of such errors with rise in grade shows that students
are limited to simpler words in their vocabulary.

The last breakdown of the errors shows the number of blanks or
questions un attempted by the testess.

4.1.2 THE COMPREHENSION TESTS

As mentioned in the preceding chapter. one hundred and thirty-five
mcQ's inVOlving different skills were constructed and administered to
the four groups of students. After the correction of the tests, all
correct responses were tallied under their respective categories and
the percentage computed as shown in Table XIII.
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As the result of the computation shows, the students' achievements

on the higher skills are low. Except for reading and identifying the

literal meanings, their ability to summarize or reorganize information

from different paragraphs, inferring the implied meanings, evaluating

the writer's idea, identifying the writer's technique, reading and

reacting and transferring what has been read to a diagram is below 50.

This implies that students have difficulties in reading. Infact it can be

said that not much is expected of them beyond literal comprehension.

4.2 FINDINGS BASED ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Although the primary purpose of the study was to find out the gap

between the BDTC Freshman students' actual reading ability and what is

imposed on them by their subject area text books, it was also necessary

to find out whether there were differences among the groups of the sample

population. This was based on the assumptions that there would be differences

in reading ability due to location, family background, students' reading

habits etc. (see Appendix VA)

In order to achieve this goal, a twelve-item questionnaire was

constructed and administered to the sample population. Their responses

to each item were grouped and the over all average score of each group

were computed and the t-test was employed to see if there existed any

difference between one group and its counter part/so The purpose was

to prove the assumptions stated in the items of the questionnaire. For

item number one, fOT instance, the students were grouped into three:

Addis Ababa government, outside Addis Ababa Mission and outside

Addis Ababa Government. The result of the t-test at 5% level indicates

no significant difference (see Appendix V B). The same is done for

question number two and number three. While no significant difference

was obtained for number two, it was obtained for number three at 5% level.
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The result of item number two and three appear to be contradictory,
though the latter was based on the former. But what can be observed from
Appendix V B is that eleven students who said they had not got assistance
and one student who claimed that he got assistance from his family did
not respond and this might have accounted for the discrepancy. Item
number four was asked to find out whether lack of uniformity existed in
giving reading comprehension lessons in schools, the result of which could
affect students' reading ability positively or negatively. The result of
the t-test at 5% level indicate no significant difference.

This implies that either the students were not genuine in their
responses or the teachers' methodologies were not effective enough due to
several reasons. The assumption was that anyone who has been trained
to do something would achieve better than the one who has not been
trained.

Item number five was based on the assumption that the use of a current
methodology may produce more effective results than older ones. In the
comparison of three different strategies however, no significant
difference at 5% level was obtained.

The same procedure was applied for questions number seven, eight,
nine, and eleven. The assumptions regarding these items were that
subjects who read silently rather than loudly, who had reading assignments
regularly, who do book reviews and who read often on their own will
achieve better than their counter parts. But the result of the t-test
at 5% level indicated no sifnificant difference except for item number
eleven where a significant difference is indicated between groups who
had reading assignments more often and those who had not.



CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 CONCULUSION

The works mentioned in the literature review indicate a criterion

by which students' understandin~ of any given material can pe determined

to be at one of three levels. viz, the independent, the instructional

and the frustration. The methods usee to decide at what level the

students' reading ability can he found are the clozc and comprehension

scores on the given material (see Table II).

In the light of this criterion, the subjects of the study are

classified based on their results on the two tests and the result is

shown in Table XVII.

',»
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TABLE XVI

RESUl.T OF THE FINDINGS BY GRADE AND LEVEL ;

--. ------.--- - --- --.
i?-!ssage
number

rifficulty level
of the passages

Test ------------------------English
Degree

Eng l i sh
Dioloma

Geography
Diploma

Geography
Degree

Correlation

2

------- --------------.----
'.87,0.59,0.64,0.74

Cloze 3
Compo 3
-----

Cloze 3
Compo 3

----
Cloze 3
ComT). 3

1 Cloze
Compo

--.-----------.-------
2 3 Cloze

Coron.

3 4 Cloze
Compo

4 5

5 6

---
Eng. Geog. Eng. Ceog , Eng , Geog. Eng.

--------.---------
3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3

.---.----. ------
3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3 3

6 7
----_.

Eng Geog
------

7 .:; 9 Cloze
Compo

8 7 10 Cloze
"- -- --. Compo

9 r< -2 Cloze.7-.
Comp,.

Notes; I =- ';.ndependent level
2= instructional level
3= frustration level.

I
2

2
2

2
3

2
3------ ------_. __ ._.__ .__._--

2
3

2 3
3 3

_._---
2 3
3 3

3 3
3 3
-------
3 3
3 3

.--. -
3 3
3 3

3
3 0.77,0.56.0.79,0.23

2
3

3
3 0.58,0.86.0.62.0.53

3
3 0.3~O.59,O.44,O.15

3
3 0.2.0.49.0.57.0.58

3
3 0.33.-0.14,0.40,0.26
-----------.----.------

Geog

3
3

0.37,0.37.0.16,0.01

._-----------------_._-----------------
3
3 -0.1,-0.04.0.07.0.01

3
3 0.04.0.01,-0.01,0.49
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As can be seen from TABLE XVI, the English Degree students are at
the independent level for the grade two passage on the cloze test but at
the instruction level for the comprehension test. For grades three and
four, they are at the instructional level for the cloze test but frustration
level for the comprehension.

The English diploma students are at the instructional level on c10ze
and comprehension at grade two, instructional at grades three and four on
the cloze test but at frustrationa1 level on the comprehension test for
both grades.

The Geography diploma and degree students are at the instructional
level on the cloze test at grade two and frustration level on cloze and
comprehension tests for the rest of the grades.

Based on the results thus obtained, the following can be concludedA

1) The English students can read text books of fourth grade difficulty
level with the help of a teacher

2) The Geography students have the ability to read and understand
text books of grade two difficulty level only with the help of
their teachers

As the criterion is for native speakers, expecting L2 speakers
to read with the ease of native speaker is very difficult. However.
it is good enough to show us the acuteness of the problem. Apart
from this criterion. the statistical data i.e. the high correlation
obtained between the cloze and comprehension tests suggests that
the students of both departments can read text of fourth grade difficulty level
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The above finding i.e. the fourth grade reading ability

level of students of English and second grade reading ability

level of students of Geography which is at the instructional

level is far below what is expected of them in their subject

area text books.

The English students, for instance, are expected to read

text books whose difficulty levels vary from grade 3-16 while

the Geography students are expected to read text books whose

difficulty levels vary from grade 7-16 (See Table V and VI).

One can see that there is a big gap between the students'

actual reading ability and what is imposed on them through their

subject area text books as the result of the study has indicated.

This big gap is caused by defects in developing the necessary

skills in the language. As the results of the cloze analysis

and the comprehension skills indicate (see Table XIII - XV) the

students lack control over the grammar of the language, sufficient

vocabulary and sufficient knowledge of the higher skills these

have contributed to their handicap.

Under such a circumstance, i.e. where the students have

an acute linguistic problem, it is not supprising that some

of them are dismissed from,the university or colleges for

failing to cope with the academic demands put on them.

Furthermore, even if students manage to finish their studies

in colleges, it means that they only do so by resorting to

rote memorization. Besides, it is not difficult to see that

the standard of education is lowered if the process continues

in this manner.
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/ 5.2 Recommendations

The finding of the study shows that there is a big ~ap between the

students' actual reading ability and what is expected of them in their

subject area text books. This iMrlies that the students are severely

handicapped and the standard of education is affected. Under such

conditions, it is obvious that students are not only stretched in order

to cope up with the demand but also feel insecure. If students are

to be freed from such feelings and the standard of education is to be

maintained, a solution must be found. In other words, the gap must be

filled. But the question is, should the linguistic level of the text

books be lowered in order to match the actual level of the students'

reading ability or should the students be UP graded in order that their

actual reading ability matches the demand put on them?

Lowering the difficulty levels of the text books to match the students'

actual reading ability is not an ideal solution because it will result

in a lower standard of education. The following solutions are,therefore,

recommended: -

1. Since the strength of the whole depends on the base, separate

reading lessons must be introduc_d in the high school English

programmes so as to start from the root of the problem.

2. Simplified editioL works of fiction must be available in their

libraries, and students encouraged and oriented to read them

during their free time by their subject teachers (English).

3. High school teachers must be given training through organized

workshops from time to time and the acutene~s of the problem

made known to them.
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4. Teachers who graduate from the Teacher Traininp. Institutes
must be well trained on how to teach reading as a skill and also
made aware of the reading problems of students.

5. The unviersity and the colleges under it should introduce a
reading course and the students be tnurht readin~ nnt as a ~enns
of attaining knowledge of grammar and vocabulary but as ~
means of extracting relevant information.
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APPENDIX I A

C L 0 Z E T EST==================

The following are passap,es in which every fifth words are omitted.
Read them twice; the first time reading the·~hole passage so as to get the
idea of the passage from content clues and the second time filling the
blanks with the words you guess that the vrritter has used in each blank.
There is only one word required for each blank. Write each word on the
separate answer sheet provided instead of the blanks.

The following example will best illustrate this to you.

Exarnple:- The most important day 1. rember in all my
2. ! is the one on 3. my teacher, Anne
Mansfied Sullivan, cam.e 4. me.

Answers: - 1. I, 2. life, 3. which, ~. to

IFreshman English 101-A. p. 53./

1,/ The New Teacher

The school got a new teacher. His name was Ato Kebede. Ato Kebede
was twenty five years old.

It was Sunday and the time was 7 o'clock in the-morning. Ato
Kebede was near his small radio. Som.e one knocked at the door. Little
Aragawi was there. Aregawi said, "Ato Kebede, please corne to the
community tap. There is a hole 1 r--~ the pine and it 2 f~__~
leaking. We have no 3 LJ I cannot wash my 4 and feet and I
~ wash my clothes

Ato Kebede b not a p lumber , He 7 L~ a teacher. He
knew 8 LJ to do a lot 9! j things. He took hislO 1 I There11 .. 12 r-. ----r 1-_ ....•.

was a blow LJ a roll of folder j I some rags.

Ato Kebede went 13 i 1 school and turned the 14 I I round tape
off. Then ~ went to t~e community 16 I There were a lot
17r--T 18 19+------I people around the tap. LJ saw Ato Kebede and were I 1

. 20 21 22Thi s new teacher was LJ good man. He knew I ,to do a lot c=l
things. He was a 23 c=Jman
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Ato Kebede sat donw near 2~~ pipe and looked at the 25 f.' If
. d h 26 . 27 p--7r he Titcarefully. He wrpe t e " .j in order to dry it. ~ e 1

the blow 28 l.~. He pushed the little children 29 ; /1 Then Ato
Kebede heated the 30: /1 with the bIo w lamp. 31 !~ pine became hot.

Then Ato Kebede31 A some solder on the 33 " ;'i,The solder touched

the 24 I A pipe and me1ted . Ato Kebede 35 1:"7 the hoI e with the 3~, "-

After some time the 37! !1 was cold and hard. 38 :~ was no hole in
39 i pipe now.

Ato Kebede went back 4Q, I the big round tape 41 ! ; turned it on.
42 . h 43 44 j, • H t dThere { no hole rn t e i ' so no water came L~' e urne

~'45~~-r 46 47 ;---the small I / on and water came I of it. Every body ;
, 11.8 ---

happy. The children clapped. . I womanLaughed and Ato Kebede'=---
49 ---. All Thanked Ato Kebede 50 I ! went--.:...

II TELLINGTP.ffi

The cave man, who lived many thousands of years a~o, had little
1 2-need for a clook. He got up with the I and went to bed 1 i

3: d 4. b .d!\rk. He ate when I was hungry and care ( I a out t ime,

5j 6Later, as ; progressed telling time j more important.
7!

,
8;At first I guessed at the time j looking at the sun.

I
9\ 10 11I the sun was high j ! the sky, it was I Whenthe sunI

12 13was : in the west, it ! time to work.

The 14 I step in learning to 10 time was the use16L~
a shadow made by 17 c= sun. A straight stick 18 c=I driven into
the ground ;....1 --41 an open place. At j 20 the shadow was the 21 1__ [

d . 1 22 r---T' h . d 23 )' . h fan It was ongest ~ ln t e mornlng an j 1 ln tea ternoon.

Did 24 c==J know that you could 25 I !time with water? People
2~ \ that it had some 27, ! over 'telling time by 28 1"---"'" length
f h d 29 . 'd 30, jo a s a ow. \ : clou y days the sun ! i not be seen and

3l.----r 32 33 ...----.
L--l was no shadow to \ ! measured. The water clock I r be

us~d to tel 34 ! at ni g'rt and in 35 i I kind of weather.



The 36[ _.J. water clocks were vessels 37l~-7 small holes in the
38 30

l'n 4°/'-"'-7(~7. They were fill ed with .'C-_~~-.Jwhich dripped out _

steady flow. The time 41r"--j day could be told 42Co.~J the amount of
43 -- -- 44 ---- /.- . d . 45r- I

water r---"j in the vessel. People / . l i.ve a Long tme _. 1

most of w~~~-:ere 46 r-- -7 Epvpt; used the hourj-La ss 471...-_--=7 tell time.

The hourglass 48 L='_-=1 much the water 49 r_- _.J but it uses sand

SO L~=7of water. Do you know any other ancient method of telling

time -

(English For New Ethiopia Pupil's book Grade 7 Semester II)

III. Why is the World Hungry?

Food - Waat to eat, where to ~et it and how to buy it - has always

been a problem. For many years there 1 ;-.. I been famines in different

2r:-7 of the world and 3r:-7 lot of -~~~~le have 41...=~~-~_]'Why has
5 6 -'this happened" / / C3.nI t a lot of /.- -__ .1 all over the vor l d

7/"=-=7 enough to eat? There 8L~::"j a number o f reasons.

9/----, . h lOr .-. -7 . .___ reason 15 t at some .. __.._ In some count r i es eat
11 .--.-- 12 . 13 ..•...-- JL J food than they need. L-:'~~·/food is piven equally L .J

h 1 h 14 -•.- -7 b l5r-- -, 1 d ft e peop e, t ere ~_.._..... not e so many . ._. peop e an so ew
16 '. -7 17[-- .....L _.. who eat more than. j need.

all

But of course that18 L~7 not the only reason. lc;Jr~=7. reason

is food habits. 20C~~=}lot of food is 2l/~~_=7. In some countries

people 22r:~~~1meat and give grain 23r-:~l animals. The animals eat
24 r---'J 1 f . b 251---._-/ . 26 '---7 h

L ..__.. at a graIn ut _"._'" only a Li.t t l e meat '-_. at er
. ?7,-.----/ 28'--7courrtr res , only grain - L. .. eaten and meat is L __~ We must all
29 ..- --., 30 ---learn L. . eat different types of L_._l

The third r eason is 31 { . ~=_]weather . We have a1l32 L=~:·..l of

droup:hts. In some 33 /"-=··~~=-lthere has been no 34 c.~:-:-_] for the last

three 35 L.:~·:~jwithout rain there can 36 [-""'-:'7 be crops.

The fourth 3"'l':'.·-:'-:j is the high cost 38 L~~~~~/ fertilizer since

1972. the 39 r-~·.-~7of fertilizer has increased 40 l-:'-._~ :1 many countries

fannot buy 4~. ~:".~'.7 much as they need. 42 L: '~_j you heard about the

'-.3 t..--__. 7 revotutton v Since 1960 a 44 L=__~~7of new kinds of 45 L~-.~~J
have been given to 4~=.-.·7When farmers have used 47C.="-:'1 seeds

correctly, they have 48L-:'_~_j larger crops. The production.19 1.--::'7 large
. SOr-'--lcrops wi th the 1.____ _ of the new seeds is called' th€green revolution.
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In the past farmers were r.~t able to grew enough food fo~ their

familes. Since they got the new seeds, they have been !ible to grow

more food than they need. But these seeds need a lot of fartilizer
and water and the world's poor countries have very little money to buy

fertilizer and to get for their crops. What is the answer ?

IV KEEPINGA DIARY

Keopinp: a diary means re~ording what happens and what the diarist

thinks and feels about it. People sometimes start keeping 't.,:: diary.
They try to 2F -:-~j down everything that happens 3/. 1 the day. On
the 4/. ',.. 1 day they proudly write 5! 1 pages. On the next 6( -;
they may write hal f 7/._. 1 page , And then the 8r- "...I comes to an end.

9r """--J would be extremely difficult 10r_~__'/ keen up a diary of

1]/~:.~·.~"i·ki~d though some people 12(_~:j it. But here is 13{~~~/ idea

for a diary 14I~~~~:"Jis fairly east to 15r~~~Jgoirrt , Every day we 16(~.~7
down one thing - the 17/.:~:~,:~)interesting thin? that has 18 r~-'~.-lduring
the day.

There 19/=-...-..·..-1 2°1 ....._/
<_ _ al ways somethinp; interesting. We.="~ __J have

observed something Lnter es t ing 21/---7 trees. or birds, or 22C: :'j . We
may have seen 23(" __ --1 to interes~--~~-- in 24r-"-/ street. Sonrth inc

interesting may 25/=----1 happened at sch()Ol.--;~ 26(---7 have hea~d
something that 27/":"'~-:-':7 our curiosity, or read 28r--:::':/" interesting in a
book 29/-' __ 1 in ~h:-"newspaper. There 30(- / pI~nt;--of room for 31/ __,,__/--.-....... .-..~ , ,.~-....--.

Whenwe have learned 32r-, / choose between what is 33/ 1 fact,

and what is 34( .. -.1 fact, we 'h-;~-~gone 351'-""'7 long way tow~~~~-learning
36c:: art oi- ~T'~tinr.

Not37r -...} all the way; but ,38/----7 may have learned not 39/==-~j
be dull. M~~;"peOPle 40r"-'7 diarie~'''~~-~ause they are 41r----'! and
amusing to read 4'---1 ;--~:~there is another 431'~~"-7 . -·If-~ou are
learning' 44/ 7, -~i-~-ing somethi nc in your 451-:..-==7·every da~ is a very

46 C_-::-l pra~~i;e in expressing yourself. 47r:'~'~~~7-~ouwrite you must
48/-- .....-'I . 49 - 50 -.In sentences and paragraphs . r --7 try to describe what / 7----, ~..... " ~. '- -- --..

happens and what thinps realy look like.
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The important thinr at the moment is to pet an exercise book,

write t.oday t s date -rt the ton of the first pag e , and below the rlate the

most interesting of tnday t s happenings. ~'!rite for your own nl easure and

don f t try to show wise and c l ever you ar o,

V The followinp. pas save is taken from Eng l i sh For New Eth ioni.a Grade 9.

Its reading difficulty is found to be crade six acco rd ing to Fry; s

readability formu1~

The Story of Monsy.

Barter, the exchnnre cf aoods ~0r other Foods, worked very well

for peop l e who se needs were simple. ThOSE:peop l e used anythi.nv 1(~.~-'-J
kept them warm for 21. ... ~/ They used any kind ,)L':~~"/ she l ter, from

tree branches 4L.~. .! animal skins, for houses. 51 .. _J had little need

for 6F. . 1

7 q
Barter would work fine 1-:'-:-' 1 tho ri,,11t peoo l e a lwavs . r..-:.:~:./ each

other. If a 9{':-::'J who had beans andl0L~'"'/ cloth met a man llr,·~.~}

had cloth but not 12C. j everything would be all r i cht; 13/.'.~j excbanrze

would be very 1t~.~ _".I if the right peop l e i . '! find each other.

Most l6L_:'~1 the money today is l7[ '~-~J of metal or naner .

18 /~-=--~'-jpeople used to use 19 r~""/ ki.nds of thinps as 20[-., -} One of

the first 2~=:~"=:J of money was shells. 22[.~ .. -/ peonl e who lived on
23; '~'-'-' 24_.,.... j shores of the Pacific r_,_.I va Iued sheels because they
25/- "'1 h ?6/ .. 1 27/ - 1. __.... t em for ornaments. Cattle - _. used for money in .

1 d E 1 28/ "1' 2°( .., .., 'Iear y ays. ar Y man
1
••••• count en h i s wealth in - ..__ . There

d 301 31/. _ .
were isadvantages In . j animals as money. People' ,._ .. ; to feed

animals. The 321. ., ::.-1 might get sick. They 33F...: ..1 ?;row old and die

34L~_~-'}then' the money would be 35[ ..·.·..·1 It was a l so dif£icul t 36l ~.,.:.:j
move cattle from place 37[~-:') place and to change 38L .....· ..1 for other

things. In China) 39r :..-'-;,fish - hooks and kn.ives I~(),C·:.-·I used as money.

In 4lL:~~:..1?hilippine Islands, rice was 4l/=-~.--/as money for a 421.-:=-~1
time.

Elephant tusks, monkeys' "r:,-;and sa l t wer e used ·15L_-::"I money in parts

of 4'~'[=_~~}In SOMe places, people 47,--.: ..-/ still paid in salt. 48C~:7
of soap, animal skins 4~r.-':~~:Jiron have been used 50C·.-~~jmoney at some

time in some parts of the world.
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VI A NOBLE CAUES

Ato Tesfaye is helpinf his kcbe1c to Tf:l.ise funds and clothes for

war displaced persons. Every evening he visits If:..:J and nef.ghbour s

and asks 2r··.~~lto contribute. Those who '3r -'j poor and cannotc _ ..._.

give :~ I giv~ bId clothes and v/~:-·7'time. On week-ends

they 6r __) on buttons, mend j acket s . '7 C·~:~--':;,and dresses, and sort
8 ----'-I . h 19r-J 1.1 . In r-]L~~--' into manageable ni.l es , T .051;:. ar e au e to f1ve C.·.J

give it to Ato Tesfaye. 11L~ enters the amount received 12C-:.7
h. . 1. k d' 13/-..----, . t + h t' h t i
1 IS recerpt - 000. an Issues .... __..1 reCE!J.p ",or eac con rr ,U Ion.
14(--, 1S/·."",/ f'__ •... .....1 is an important part . Ato Tes. aye 5 job, because he
16/... --I . J 7 '---7 . h k d 18 r---.---, 1___---' used to keep i.ng accurate . 1 .. _ 8S he ;:J.S war e t . _._j tile

Mi.nistry of Finance 19 C·.=7 the Las t ten years.

20r-1 f" d . 21['~""J' h k b 1_._._. he has.lnlshe co l l ect Ing , '. returns to tee e e
22 r-----] d h b 23(------7 f h h 24,----:-=Z'.......__ .- an enters t l e num er "'_'_' type 0 elates e L _

. · .•..h k b J ' 25 r---j" Thi 1 26 r-'-j h hglven m !.- e 0 e.o S L .... .• ..15 1S a J.ar?e L-~. t, at as tW0

columns: 27 ~. for the kebe l e I s expenses'; 28 ~~j for cont r i.but ions
r 29/_~1 30/'----'-7' .0-..:: money .. __ .. clothes. "',Thenhe has. __... _ ont er mo the day IS

contributions 31L~:~Jthe lodg-er. he unlocks 32L'~~]kebele I s shed and

puts 33~~~ clothes inside.

Ato Tesfaye is 34r.:.-:7 to this job, -'3.S 35r.-~~~Jhas been doing H

36 C.-7 the last nine months. 37r-~7 he used to collect 38 L.~~.:-=/
for famine relief. Besides 39~~=:7he has taken a 40~~j in

book - keeping at the 4[=-_:7 , so he is quick 42/.-~~ adding up

figures. He 43L~~~'_~:~Tuses his time wisely. 44L...:.:__I thinks ahead.

B f 45C-··r;. t1-f '=:::Je ore he __._ J collecting in the evenings, ~arranged
f k 4L7.---j 48 -or a ebele __ to pick up the clothes l__~"/~:or p.m. He tells

49C:'~]driver where to parkSI1L-===-r"asks two or three of his friends

to help carry the clothes to the car. There are always plenty of helpers:

as everyone wants to assist the war displaced persons.

(PP. 15 - 16)
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APPENDIXI. B.

C L 0 Z E T E S T VII
= ...

~~en at long last school opened, Munira found that he could not

possibly deal with four classes by himself. New looking ~ack over

~wo lL~::"j that had gone, it 2r_.~.-1a miracle that he 3/-:::-.7
managed to carrYon schoo14 r~:.:.=-7 long. If he cou Id 5L~:-~.7even one

extra teacher 6r.~":':__J could perhaps manage it. 7 C::-':~.1I and II could

81--='-::"::.7 in the mornings and 9[:=-; III and IV in 10C~ __I afternoons.

He decided to 11(':"-:'_1 to Ruwa-in to confront Mr. Mazipo l2C:'=-.7

the problem. It would 13L'~-.7De pood to get l4C..::.::.7 from these constant

talks l5L:-"':'=7 sun and dust. If Mazigo 16L~-"=7not give him a l7r...-:=7

Munira would have to 18C:"'=~7 the school.

But just l~ L_=.:~7he could leave for 20L~:'=7to see Hazip.o about
21U .- '/7 22/ I" 23 r--'-;. . schools prob l ems two things HUTIua was later to l ...

24 ---. 25 -.__ f
happened in Llmo roz , At 1_'-. _..! t+me however , they only 1 out

of character with 26F~.~-:.Jsunny somnalence of the 27L·..'-:'7 Tlmor'oz as he
28 1-'- "7 29 --.. 30,---had I._.~ . it. First came the !_._ ....! officer in a government_ .. _J

accompa ined by two gun-car ryi.ng 31r __.~·.I. Befor-e the officer could 32C..:J
f h 1 d 33/ _...--; f hi , ~ d 34[ .. _..], d 11 hout o. t e an rover ,... o· IS ar r iva l lia _ roun : a t. e

35£.---/ d . h 36/ ..... 'r - h f'f i k k dmen __.__-' manage to van t s into...... pl a.i.ns . T. e 0 rcer noc e

at 37[-_~'~:-jdoor of every house. 381.. •..:-'7 C'A.c~nlace he found 39 [~'-:l
women and children. "All 40 L::__'~"/ men have gone to 41 t~.~=:'~Jcities";

COmtlained the women. fI 4~-=~~.. ! the sun and the 43 C.~~~··--jand tell us

if 4 L.·~-:-'·7would stay here." In 45 /..::. / end the officer went 46 / -'.~~~-:/
47 .. _

Abdella I s place and over L / drink of beer he talked incesantly about
48 __'._'/ 49 .

I Imorog country." L...... . seems to be getting L.-'.J and more depopulated.

Every 5~~_-.:~l that I have corne here I have been met by fewer and fewer

males. But this trip breaks all records."

(only for English majors)

The old home I remembered was not in the least like this. HyoId

home was 1(·:··.·~1better. But if you 2L- .. --.7 me to 'recall its 31.=./
4 ,......... 5

charm or describe its / ... __) j I had no clear L--::.:_:.'I. Lt was all there was

6[=7 it. Then I rationalized the 7C-::I to myself, saying: Home Bt ]



9 10(_ ----I· .always like this, and r ..._I it has not improved .... ,.. i.t 1S not
. 11/'---7 I' . .. l7?' ""./ d th t h 13/'---'7depr es s i.ng .. _ .._ 1J11ag1ne; 1t 1S .. _. J"lymoo a as "".

because I am corning l4[~:~_7 to the country this 15L~._.._.l with no illusions.

16 . 17 . _. l8/-~'-"-1'This !. ~j I had come with L ...J object of saying ._._.,.

The old house our 19r-":'=."J had Jived in for 20L "_~-1 many years had

already 21 L~:'"~~.lsold to ano ther family 22{-:.'·:I was to change hands

23/~=.~}the end of the 24{_·.~·--I. I had to hurry 25C~~~'-l before new

year's day 2~=-:"'7 say goodbye for ever 27L·-.~-7 the familiar old

housc28 L:~~_--jto move my family 29r~=-'] another nl ace wher eT 39 1
31;----- /working, far from my . ._. home town,

At dawn 32[.~~'~.~Jthe second day I 33(-:-:-; the gateway of my 34L~=7
k f 35/-'-'/ ~ . ~6;.----- '1- h . dBra en sterns 0 the ._ . on tae TOO~:, trombl i.ng _'_' t e \I11n~ J

made very 371_-·:~.1 the reason why this 38l~-'_~7 house could not avoid

39C--..·:? hand s . Sever a l branches of 40.~__=7·clan had nrobab lv a l r eady
41L -------; 42 - - -7 43,.... .._·___ ... away, so it W!}S /.._ quiet. By the time (.._r •• .1 reached

44 45 -. -..-..
the house my C·.~~·j was already at the L _.. j to welcome me, and
46/,-,,, - I' , 47 r:..- .-.-'j_._ ..__ et ght.-vear old nenhew , Hung-erh, l with her.

Though mother 48L~"7 she was also trying 49{ __--~-/ hide a certain

needs 50L~-':I sadness. She told me to sit down and rest and have some tea,

letting. The removal wait for the tiMe being.

C L 0 Z E T EST IX=======================

1801- I have just returned from a visit to 8)' land lord - the

solitary neighbour that I shall be troubled with. This is certainly
I..-- ---I 1 2 -- . ; 3a L ... _.. count ry In all England, L_. do not relieve that [-.~: 1

could have fixed on 4t.~-:j situation so comn1etely removed 4L~~.~_]
the stir of society 6L_~ -1 perfect mi sant.hrop i st ' s Heaven: and Mr

Heatchliff 7[..--._-)I are such a 8/- ....:j pa ir to devide the 9r~'-':'l
b t A· 1"t:-- 7 1 11e ween us. cap i ta l " '. . He Li t.t l e imagined how ! 1
heart warmed towards him 12C~~~'./ I beheld his black 13L.~J ~~t~~raw

" 1 d 14,---- -I b .. 15r : "OJso SUSP1C10USy un er 1_____ rows, '1.5 I roo e i.:__ . and when his

fingers 16['-7 themselves with a j ea l ous 17L-:'=~~/:still further in

his 1t=~'jas I announced my 1~;--1 l:~lr Heatchiff?" I said.~. .. . .
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A 20{=_~-~] was the answer.
21 ---J 22/ .. --... / ]-F h1I~1rLockwood L .. _.. ne,.; t enant, s ir. I __. __ . myse .. t c

f 23/----7 .:? 4/...- ..-. i •honor I) _....•... as soon as noss] ble .__._-' !'1Y ar r Iva l . to <'xpress

25r:_~Jhope that I have 2fC:--/in conv ini enced you bv My 27L·-~~:.J
. 28 I .- -7 h t, I b din soliciting the occupat ron t:__.. T rus·lcross Grange : rear

d 29/- ---, . d h d h hYester ay __ " na a some t .oup. ts··;

h 1.. 30/.----.-.j- . h 31r-~.!. . ."T rusJ.cross Grange •._ ..... my own, Slr,.e L...... WInClnv_

"Ishould not 32r~.-.7any one to Incov i.ni.ence 33;:==7, if I could

hinder 32 _. / it.. wa Ik in 1 "

h. lk 35/--.--/ d . h 36/.--; d d hT e "wa ____" was uttere vT1 t._ closed __.._. an exnr e s se t.e

h - 3,'7,... -.-, 38;--- ../ hi ht e sentIment," ._..•. to thc Ducc'": even . _ _ ga t e over W IC

he 31-~:~=-Jmanifcsted no svmpet hi zing movement 40C.~::j the words ;
41[--; 42 ---- ..and I "'_" that circumstance det ermi.ned me .!__../ the Inv i tat Ion:

I 43L~~~~IIrrt er e st ed in a man 44L.-_-.-·[ seemed more cxarr.eratedly

reserved 45L--"':7 myse l f .

•rt. 46. __ ' 7 47 •.-- .. "
huen he saw '-_. horse's br eas t fairly »ush irig L__/barrier,

he did pull 48 L.~.·._..O/hi S hand to unchain 49C_··:~], and then sullenly
50 _.

preceded L.../up the causeway calling as we entered the court-

"Joseph, take Mr Lockwood's horse; and br i.n.: some wi ne ;"

Here we have the whole cs tab l i shoient. o-F dorr es t i.c s , I suppose,"

~as the reflection suggested cy this compound order.

SOURCE: (Bronte, Ernuly, l'Juthcring Pe i.ght s 1%3: 1)
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LAB 0 U P ~r p r LIE S

New England: with its early stArt in textile manuFacture, developed
1 .. _ ...

a highly skilled work force. But the cost of /_.__.. I there l.s s a lways

been. 2L.~-~·7than in the rd edmont .. 3 (~~~~:j\yap Wf:15 f'reat in 4L~_·.~·.7
early year's of this 5r~:::~o.~/buthas f!'radually nar-rowed 6C~.":·/ that

today northern wage 7;:=7 aver ao e only t o percent R {~--=:':.J those in

the South. 9c_.~~]!the workers arc less 10L-::-I organized in the
l1['-"-J 12/" 0._"/ h hi f 13/ ....- ./South ....._ are willing to work _. __ .. ours ners. Lt. T'lorc. _

per-day, more daysJ.4 [- .....~} week.

The resul tine contrast 15 [~~71aLour' co st s between New Eng l and

16r:_~~:l the South effected a 17LO~.~7(1i sadvant age to the Northern

18L=~'j. On this score wi.nt cs s 19{' ... ~7an of'f ici a I cor-mi.s s ion anpo i.nt.cd
20 21----·-L.o ~ /the commonw8r>lth of Hassa chusct t cs ../ ...../ to say:

22 •.. " 'J3 ----7·The commission L_./ that ... DTOb:1.rJ.y the major ~ L .._.... in
. .. ,. d 2A/--'-7 h h .causIng ccnpet i t ive (nsa vantaro' . _.. ..... t e C01'1.'f'10nwoa l t 15 I'Jag~~S

25L~~7cost of labour.

26 rr+: ! 27/ ---- ...The ' . is of the oparu.on .... / f' reduction 0+ wages
28L-,· )C'I "'----'___.j the Northern mi l l : is .-~L....., solution to the rrrob l en
30/'--7' . 31..--; 32 -"]'__." . It feels that any L... voul d be followed by . L__

"1 duc t i f 33r-·/·SlIn! ar re uc t ron 0 _ wares 1 .... the Sout.h . Unionization jn
34"-7S h . d . di 35'-'-7 h .1 ._.. out ern In ustry IS ten lnp L.......... narrow t e rap In
36[.--] d wi 1 b 37/._.-./ 38,-...,,;.__ "_ rates an wi l pro ably ._... t!l'lt trend in the 1. .••

The commission finds that 39L:~7diffe:r~ntj ',J. in produc t iv i ty is
40'---7 f h . 41/ ..--._./t.: .. c t e two malor . .. caus i.ng compet it ivc disadvant age to

42L==-J textile industry in. the 43 r~.·J ... The conm i ss ion finds
44/. ..._ ..._- 45

that ..__ .Jindividua1 work load of L~".·~/Northern worker is

not 46 r~~:~'~/great in many instances 47 !~.~)that o-F the Southern
48L·---- ../"...

----- .
The commi s sion finds that 49L~·-...:7 ex i sti nc ~ras5C!chusettBs laws tend

5Cr-..--/·_._.. prevent the most effective and economical use of machinary by

rendering third shift operations dif+icult.

SOURCE (Alexander,Gibson 1979. p.233)
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VIII C L r Z E T EST==================
( only for Regorarhy majors)

CON T R 0 L :

Weather varies from day to day and climate differs from rep.ion

to region hecause of variations in the ~mount of weather and climate

set forth in the previous section. And the climatic elements 1L"_-:.-. ./
temporally and regionally because 2r·-~7 the operation of the .3r .!
controls. To be sure 4L-=~~:7of the climatic elements (Solar energy,

temperature, precipitation and winds) 5C.~~~~7functions as ~ climatic

6L.=:.7imd influences each of 7 C:':-~7other elements, but there

b/~==~7other controls in addition.

9[~.~.-lmost fundamental control of 10r~-.'-.7",eather and c l imat e

is llL~-:7unequal heating and coo l i.ng J.2L"~=·-!t.hc atmosphere in
13/ .. "'7 U I .. / hdifferent _ . of the earth. l'!hile L~.eart.h as a wale

15L~,:,,...]ns much heat to It.~~~.._7as it 2ains fr-om 17r~.~sun, some

parts experience l?.~~~.~·/net za in and othcrt9/..- ..~_./ net loss. This

unequal 20{~..":~-:=~/occilrson a wide21 I" .'.1 of geo graphi.c scales the
22 --'" 23 -_._ ..f. ..1 and most important of L .... Ii c; t;;8 differential between
24 _ / 25. .L~.. and low latitudes. But / _ ... _1 and coo l inc differences also

26r"'-'--;between continents and occurs, 27 1 :~~.~.'snow covered and snow

28;_'~:~:~7ar ez= . between forests and 29[.~~:. /19.; .. ., and even between
30/ ..._..... 31

'.' ._.Jand their surroundinp: country sides r.~..Iheatinp.- and

cG.ling differences, 32[:~':~-:Ithe air movement (winds) they 33r...='.~I
represent the over-all general 34r~:~:~jcontrol of weather and $~ ;:'=-':-'1.
The more specific controls 36L:::::..":7derived Frt'Tnvarious geopraphic

371:-"_~' 7included are:

a) latitude, b) d.i st r ib.rt ioi. 3rl-::~.!continents and oceans,

c) pressure 39L~'-_-:-7winds systems. d) ocean currents,

3 40L--··1 f) Lo ca l features

a) latitudinal Variations 41r...:.~.-:'7 Sol ar Pad iat i.ons :
42 --. of solar 43/.,,'._-""'.JLati tudinal differences /.-'~. 7 the ::'.IT'.ount _

. d h 44[_._.... 45L ".' '·7recelve aTe t e most ....._.._j c l inat i.c cor:trol. In low _. the sun

is high 46 [=-'~7the sky, there is '~7r~:~-.·Iobstruction by the atmo spher e,

48[~_~.'~/ 5~~.lar radiation is intense /~9L~_·.~.]·the c l i.mate is Warm.50 {~=~7
tropical; in high latitudes the sun is lnwer ~n the sky, t~e solar

radiation is weaker, and the c l imnt e is co Lder . The zone of maximum solar

radia tion shifts north ward dur inr the year _ t'~ere by nroduc Ing the seasons.

SOURCE: Muluneh 1','oldetsadik (Unpubl i shed 19R6 n. 20_?1"I
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The rate at which snow is converted into ice denends to a very

!- reat extent on the temperature, This is r ead i I Y obs ervab l e 1!-_~::]
many winters in Britain. 2L__~=_:/ wet snow fo l Iowi np with 3r~-_7 near

the freezing point 4L_ -~7converted to a very 5L:_ ~~j mixture on the

ground. 6r~_~~7process concerned; is -chr.t 7L~-~=~jpressure between

grains includes "r:.:__~/ followed by Er eez i.nr when 9C~~Iwater migrates

into the 10L~:"J between the vrains. Dry "r:»snow at low
If=: . 13r .. -,temperatures 'n_ 7 converted to lee much' L ..._-,I s l.ovIy , becaus e the

weight l4C~:~1less and the temperature 15C.:~~.7.so that there is
16f-· +r h f havi d l7L-----1 . , b 18/---,_____ , c ance 0 t a"rlng an at ).rrrnn marg1ns. Em-Let.on __. ,

. -) . 10/-- -'7 . 1.. 20/-- ---I • -Ki.ng l1986 state that m _. , Alps sn01': ~nt'l a __._._J orav t ty CT

about 0.08 21L._-_~~T be converted to ice 22r~~] a snec i f i c gravity of
23L ····7- 24L -----7· .. d 75 '---'--r '.1'. 0.9 in 25 40 ., vhi.Le 1::1Sreenlan, the I•. _ • .1 DE"rl0:1 IS

150-200 26[~-. __]. The rate o~ conversion 27L~_:~j i.cc is one of 28£...-=7
characterstics whi.ch serve to 29Ci t empera tur e from cold glaciers.

30 ./- .._'-.-.-7. "an . b ~ 'H1'-7 . . \"1'11 321_~-_--T__ a~~rec~a Le mass 01 -. _.__. __ ~s r-r esent at , _

t d . 33 r---j . . 11 . ~ 34L· 'J Ao move outwar S Lt s L .. pr mc tpa y on tt s sur ace . way

f t 35 "'----7 .. .16/------,rom the centers L __ .. accunu l at i.on n-<: H:0.. usually __ J Lower

ground the fate 37L _7 the movin? sheet cf 38/ .J depends mainly on

h 39r---'''' , . 'b 1 40'----7 1.. c- ~, 1teL ..__ / ma.mt amed etween t 'tf~ sunp l y !.. ..... tile centre O'r cllspersa
41f- ..·..·/ 42 .-.- 43.__..._ the rate of ablation L_ j the mar'gina.l regions of . [.~=7-
glacier or ice sheet. 44{=-~~J nat.urc of t.he f'lacia1 45[---~!varies

. h h .. 46 r=-7 47 '---7Wlt t e POSl t i.on L. . the area concerned in L_ _ to the ice

sheet. 48/~~--~=} speaking the hi.ghl ands frcll1}9~ the ice is
d i d SO1'-7 . '1 . Cl ,---'7asper se L_.. pr imar r y r ep i ons of (Pl at e 34). erosion", . ice

sheet covered the whole are there may have been a peneral r-rinding down

of the surface.

SGURCE: (Sparks, B.W. 1972. pp. 360-361)
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Annend i,x IJ A

T. Read the followinr passaro and answer the ques~ions ~hat follow
?r.ly by ~7itine the letter OC your corr~ct c!oice on the senarate
answer sheet provided.

The school go"':a pew teacher. His na!'1ewas to Kerede. /Ita Kebede was
twenty five years old. It was Sunday 1.nd the til'1ewas 7 o'clock in the
morning. Ato Kebede was near his sm;:tllradio. Some one knocked at the door.
Little Aragawi was there. Ar egawi said, , At o Kebede, please COJ1leto the
community tap. There is a holo in the pipe and it js le~kinf!. We have no
water T cannot wash TI'yhands and feet and I cannot wa sh rnv clothes.

Ato Kebede was not a nJumber • He was a teacher. He knew how to do
a lot of things. He too- his tc= ls . There was n blow lamp, a roll of folder
and somo rafTs.

Ato Kebede went to scheol and turned the bjp. round tap off. ~hen he
went to the community ta7'. There were a lot of peonle arround the tap.
They saw Ato Kebede and wer e hapny , This new teacher was a good man. He
knew how to do a lot of thinp-s. He was a useful man.

Ato Kebede sat down noar the pipe and looked at the hole carefully.
He wiped the pipe to dry it. Then he lit the blov l amn , Pe pushed the
little childrep..aw<!y. Then Ato Kebede heated He pipe \<liththe blow lamp.
The pipe became hot. Then .~·toKebede put some so lder on the hole.
The solder touched the hot pipe and Plclted. Ato Kehede covered the hole
with the ~older. After some time the solder was cold and hard. There
~as no hole in the pipe now.

Ato Kebede went back to the big round ta? Rnd turned it on there was
no hole in the ~ipe so no water came out. He turned the small tap on and
water came out of it. Every body was happy. The children clapped, the women
laup.hed and Ato Kebede smiled.

SOURCE : English for New Ethiouia: Puril:;; Book Grade 6.
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COPREHENSION I===============

Read the followinr pass_age and :l:nSI'l~ t he qu~stions that follow:

The New Teacl-ter

1. What was Ato Kebede's job ?
a) teaching b) Plumbing
c) Helping the commun i t y c) doinp a lot of things.

2. Where was Ato Kebede when the peonle sent for him ?

3.

a) in church b) ::it the school
b) at home d) at the communities' club.

The people were when they saw Ate Kebede:-
a) angry b) happy
c) neither anprv nor happy ·n disanpointed.

The people's opinion about Ato Kehede was that4.
a) he was q ~ad man
c) a wise T11an

S. Ato Kebede was
a) a younp man
c) a man of middle a~e.

t) a good J11an
d) b and c

b) an (lId man
d) band c

6. Ato Kebede was at home when :\reg!J.wicame to call him "ecause
b) it was not yet time to ~70 to

school as it was early morning
d) he was nnt in the Darning shift.

7. Did Ato Kebede succeed in repairing the tap?
a) Yes. he did. b) No, he din't.
c) not as the people expected d) is difficult to know.

8. Atc Kebede was

a) it was a holiday
c) he had a free ti~e

a) a rraduate of a technical school.
b) a self taught person
c) a person who had had a variety of trainings in d i ff'er ent; institutions.
c) a person who had been an employee in the J..{inistryof water resource.

9. Why were the people happy with Ato Kebede? :- Because -_.__.
a) he served them in many ways.
c) he solved their nroblems

b) he taucht their children
d) all o~ t~e above.
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10. What the wr i t t er of the passage wants to tell us is:-
a) that a teacher should be useful to the cl)J11Jl1unityin r.1anyways.
b) people who want to be teachers should learn many things.
c) that teacher t.ra in ing institutes should introduce several courses

in order to train the 'to he teachers'.
d) that people should not take the teaching profession unless they are

trained in different fields.
11. The above story is

a) a real event
c)

d)

a composition written by one student
b) not a real event but a menas

to teach something.

a story whose truth is unknown.
12. For what type of people do you think this story is written?

a) school children b) people who like to read fiction works.
c) anyone do) only old neonl e .

13. The first paragraph in the above passage is an example of a
paragraph.

a) narrative b) discribtive
c) narrative and discriptive c) expository

14. Which of the followin? is the correct sequence according to the passage.
1) Ato Kebede went to the community tap.
2) Ato Kebede turned the r.i~ round tap of~.
3) Ato Kebede sat down near the piT:'e and looked at the hole

carefully.
11, ) He wipped the pipe to dry it
5) He lit the blow lamp.

a) 1, 2, 4, 3 b) 3 4~ 2, 1
c) 2, 1, 3, 4 d) I, 3, 4, 2

15. The pronoun lit' in the sentence "It is leaking" in the above passage
refers to -
a) the water b) the community tap
c) the big round tap in tho school compound.
d) both band c.
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II . Read the following :nassage and answer the questions that follow
by wri tting only the letter of YOUT co!rect .choice on the
separate answer .sheet~nroyided

The cave man, who lived many thousands of yen.rs ago, had little need
for a clock. He got u1' with the sun and went to bed at dark. He ate when
he was hungry and cared little about time.

Later, as he progressed, tell i.ng time became more important. /l.t first
people guessed at the time by looking at the sun , l"hen the sun was high
in the sky, it was noon. Fhen the sun was Jew in the west, it was time to
work.

The next step in learning to tell time was the use of a shadow made
by the sun. A straight stick was driVen into the pround in an Ol1en place.
At noon the shadow was the shortest and it was lonrest early in the morning
and late in the afternoon.

Did you know that you could tell time with water ? People found out
that it had somA advantages over telling time ty the length of a shadow. In
cloudy days the sun could not be Sf'cn and there was no shadow to be measured.
The water clock could be used to tell time at night and in any kind of
weath:er.

The first water clocks wore vessels with small holes in the bottom.
They were filled with water which dripped out in a steady flow. The time of
the day could be told by the amount of water left in the vessel.

People who lived a long time aeo used the hourrlass to tell time.
The hourglass is much like the water clock but it uses sand instead of
water. Do you know any other ancient method of telling time?

/ English For New Ethiopia Pupil Y s book Grade 7. Semester II. /
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II. TELLINr, TIME.

===========:.:=

1. How could ancient people tel time?
a) by looking at the sun b) by using their common sense.
c) by using different time telling devices.
d) they used no any method.

2. What made the telling of time Irrcor tant ?

a) the development of human needs b) progress in development
c) change of generations d) chanf,e of environment.

3. l\~y was telling time by lookinp. at the sun disadvantegeous ?
a) the sun was sometimes very high in the sky.
b) the sun could not be seen on cloudy day or at nip:ht and there was

no shadow to be measured
c) the measuring of shadow was in accurate.
d) band c.

4. What was the better step than the use r)f shadow in telling time?
a) telling time by looking at the sun.
b) the use of water to tell time.
c) the use of shadow
d) the answ~r is not mentioned.

5. What methods were used in telling time according to the above passage?
a) looking at the sun or the use I)f shadow.
b) using water and shadow c) using water or sand.
d) using water or wat:hes.

6. What is the difference between water clocks and the hour plass ?

a) water clocks USE: W<lter ",hils t:::e >our glass uses sand.
b) the amount of sand left in the vessel indicate the rivht time

while water left in the vessel did this for the water looks
c) there is no feasible difference between the two.
d) a and b

7. Which of the following is true concerning the hour ~lass and the water
clock ?

a) the hour glass is the better of the two for it was the latest.
b) though the hour glass is the latest as ~entioned in the nassag8,

both served the purpose eaually.
c) the use of sand is hetter than the use of wat~r as there is a chance

for evaporation in the latter which may affect the result.
d) nothing of the sort is said in the passape.
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8. What can you conclude f'rom the pas sag e ?
a) the latest invention seems to be the best;
b) the difference between each meth()cJof tellinr::time is not that

much significant.
c) the latest is always the best for it is the base for the former.
d) the former is always the best for it is ,> foundqtion f' h th.e<. on W.ll.C ..

later is build.
9. The fact that man has been inventing different means o~ tellinR time

indicates that
a) the more progressed man is the more time conscious he is.
b) the concept of time has always been very important
c) nothing can be done with out being time conscious.
d) all of the above.

10. The purpose of the writer in the above passage is
a) to convey a piece of information.
b) to make us time conscious. c) to remind us to be a l.ways

d) 8. and b nrogramJTIed.

11. From what book do you think is the above piece of ~Tjting taken?
a) a biology book b) peofrauhy
c) history d) none of the above.

12. The above passage can be an examnle of

13.

a) narrative essay
c) expository

Cohesive devices like "later" in the
in the third indicate

b) descriptive
d) arguJTIentative

second paragraph, and "the next\!

a) sequence of happenings 11) chrolop-ical order
0) expositon d) a and b.

14. Which of the following can better summarize the idea of the passage ?

a t3lling time by looking at the sun ==± measuring shadow

.,"''''===== water clock

'.~==== hour glass

b)
Telling time by looking at the su~ =~ watr clock ::~ hourglass

========:;;'1' measuring shadow/
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c) t telling time 1::::/ ~Ok at the sun f. =~isl1ado1 = =~/sunl= =~'-. "--l

15. Which one of the following is true
a) Telling time which was of little importance for the cave man

later became very important when man progressed.
b) the cave man had very little use of telling time at the beginning

but later knew the imDortnnce when he prov.ressed.
c) Man had very Iittle need for clock in his primitive stage but

later knew the importance.
d) a & c



III. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow
by writting only the letter of your correct choice on the separate
answer sheet provided.

WHY IS THE WORLD HUNGRY ?=========================

Food -- Mlat to eat, where tQ get it and how to huy it -- has always
been a problem. For na.iy years there have been famines in different parts
of the world and a l0t of peonle have died. ~by has this happened ? ~hy
can't a lot of people allover the world pet enouf.h to eat? There are
a number of reasons.

One reason is that some people in some countries eat more food than
they nead. If food is given equally to a ll the peonl e , there will not be
so many hungry people and so few people who eat more than they need,

But of course that is not the only reason. Another reason is food
habits. A lot of food is wasted. In some countries people eat meat and
give grain to animals. The animals eat 2. Iot of ,rrr8.inbut produce only a
little meat. In other countries; only grain is eaten and meat is wasted.
We must all learn to eat different types of food

The third reason is bad "lea ther. We have all heard of droughts.
In some countries there has been no rain for the last three years.
Without rain there cannot be crops.

The fourth reason is the high cost of fertilizer since 1972, the price
of fertilizer has increased and many countries c~nnot buy as much as they
need. Have you heard about the green revolution?
Since 1960 a number of new kinas of seeds have been given to farmers where
farmers have used these seeds correctly, they have produced larv.er crops.
The production of large crops with the help of the new seed js called
the green revolution. In the past/farmers ~Iere not ~ble to grow enough
food for their families. Since they got the new seeds, they have been
able to grow more food than they need. But these seeds need a lot of
fertilizer and water and the world poor countries have very little money
to buy fertilizer and to get water for th~ir crops. ~~at is the answer?

People in poor countries need to work harder and share their food with
each other. They must also learn from each countries. They J1lustlearn
better ways of growing crODS. The rich countrie~ must help the poor
countries. They must share their food with oth~r countries and teach
others better ways of growing crops.

SOURCE: English for New Ethiopia: Pupil1s Book, r,rnde 7.
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WHY IS THE WORLD HUNGRY ?

1. What has the crucial problem o-f the world been so far?
a) what to eat b) where to eet food
c) how to buy food d) all of the above.

e) none of the above.
2. What has been the cause for the number of deaths in the world ?

a) famine
c) drought

b) lack of food
d) a and b e) a and c.

4. Why is the problem of food shortage solved in rich countries?
a) because of hard work b) because of the sharing of food by

people with each oth.er.
c) because of the social revolutions
d) because of the green revolution. e) all of the above.

s. A lot of people all over the world cannot Ect enough food to eat ?
a) because of hard work
b) due to their respective food habits.
c) due to unreliable weather
d) because of poor soil to rro\<fthorn. e) all except d

6. Which of the following is not true ab:1ut t1"l.G !lreen revolution ?

a) It produces abandant yeild b) it needs a lot of water and
c) It broke out accidentally fertilizer.
d) a great number of the wor ld 's poor e) none of the above.

countries cannot be benefited by it.
7. Which of the followings are solutions fOT the world I s shor tap e of food ?

a) people in poor countries have not onJ.y to work hard, share their
food with each other but also learn from each countries.

b) The rich countries must help the poor countries, and teach others
better ways of growing crops.

c) The price of food must be reduced 30 that everyone can buy it at
a cheap price.

d) poor countries must form a team cf exper ts it! order to solve their
current problems duely.
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8. The writer of the above passage is of the openion that when
presenting this piece of writing

Without the knowledge nf the cause the solution cannot be found.
people do not know the cause of their food problems.
all human problems must be exposed.

a)

b)
c)
d)

9. The
a)
b)

a and b e) band c.
~~iter of the above passage is
blaming the rich countries for not helping the poor countries.
criticising the poor countries for not workinr hard.

c) a and b d) only wC'..ntsto make aware of their
resnonsibilities to hoth the rich
anQ poor countries.

e)

10. The
a)

b)

c)

d)

threat. skinned it and gave the meat to the dogs, takinr, home the
skin though nothing was wrong with the meat. What do you think is
the reason according to the passage ?

a) food preferance b) food hahit
c) dislike of goats' meat 0) ;>11 of the above

13. The sentence "But of course .. ;" in paragraph 3 line 9 is used as
a) emphasis
c) contrastinr

14. The phrases:
11 One reason" in paragraph II.

b) transitional
d) all of the ahove

"Another r'jasonll in paragranh III.
"The third reason" in paragraph IV.
and "the fourth" in paragraph V.



a) enumerate
c) describa

15. The pronoun nthisp in line
a) the cause of death by

b) the existence of death
c) food problem.
d) famine

- 82 -

b) explaine
d) compare and contrast

refers to
f: ...am1ne.
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IV. Read the following passa!?,e~nd answer the questions.
by writing the letter of your correct choice in the
answer provided on the SeDar~:ite answer sheet.

KEEPING !\ DIARY===r::===========

Keeping a diary means recording what l.appens and what the diarist
thinks and feels about it. PeoDle sometimes start keeninr a diary.
They try to write down everything that happens during the day. On the
first day they proudly write four pages. OD the next day, t~ey may write
half a page. Anc then the diary comes to an encl.

It would be extremely difficult to kee-o up a diary of that kind
th~ugh some people do it. But here is '1n idel'lfor a diary that is fairly
easy to keep go ing . Every day we write down one t.h ing the mo st interesting
thing that has happened during the day.

There is always something interesting. \lIe may have observed something
interesting about 'trees, or birds, or insects. l!Je T11ayhave seen something
to interest us in the street. Something interesting may have happened at
school. We may have heard somethinf! that reused our curiosity, or read
something interesting in a book or in the newspaper. There is plenty of
room for choice.

ll,lhenwe have learned to choose between what is merely f'ac t , and what

is interesting fact, we have gone a l ong way towards Learrri.npthe art of
writing. Not of course, all the way; but we may have learned not to be dull.
Hany people keep diaries because they are interesting and amusing to read
later on; but there is another reason. If you are learninp: En.l7lish,
writing something in your diary everyday is a very good practice in expro~s-
ing yourself. When you write you must write in sentences and nar agraphs
and try to describe what really ha~pens and what things really look like.

The important thing at the moment is to pet an exercise book, write
today's date at the top of the first page, and below the date the most
interesting of todays happenings. l'\/ritefor your own r leasur e and
don't try to show how wise and cl ever vou ar-

SOURCE: Eng-lish for Now Et hi op ia : PU'1il's Book, Grade 9.
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IV. Read the following passage and answer the questiops that fo llows .

1. What is meant by keeping a diary?
a) recording what happens and what the diarist feels and thinks

about it.
b) writing every thine tha t happens during the day.
c) writing everytllitlg about any topic.
d) writing only about interestinp: tcpics.
e) all of the above.

2. Why do many peopl e keep a diary ?
a) to be famil iar with the correct events.
b) because what they write may be interestinp- and amusing later on.
c) to know about their time.
d) a and b e) ?H of the above

3. What is the important thing in keeoinp a diary ?
a) to show how wise and clever 0ne is
b) to get an exercise book.
c) to write the day 's date at the top of the first nag e and the

happenigns at the botton.
d) band c e) a ~nd c

4. If we are a good diarist, we should wr ito rl.own
a) anything we corne across b) '~nly interestinr: facts.
c) interesting and amusinf' facts d) wh-rt ever is a fact
e) a and d

5. \\Thatwould be the topic about which we should write?
a) a bird
c) what happened at school.

b) a tree
d) all of the above orovided that it

is interesting and amousing.
e) anytrjng that comes to mind

6. Our writing will be dull, if :-
a) we write everything that we encounter.
b) we don~t make a careful choice
c) we don't check that it is interestinf and ::l.wousing.
d) a and b
e) all of the above

7. The advantage of the practice of keepin~ a diary is that
a) It helps one to develop the art of vr i.t i.ng.

b) It helps develop the practice of expressinp one self.
c) It may give one a good knowledge of all current events.
d) a and be) none of the above
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8. Why does the writer discouragc peonl e I,rhc, write four pares on the first
day and half a page on the second day ?

a) they may I;et hored and qu it it SC'C'!1

b) what is Hrittan ma.y not be an interesting and ~,""using fact.
c) they may not get enough paper to write 'In.

d) a and b @) none of the abovG
9. The writer advises to wr ite for one's own plea ssur e and not to shn\'l how

wise and clever one is when writing a d i.ary because
a) this may dist0rt the facts. b) it will not be realistic
c) onc should be modest in wha t he dOG3~

d) a and b tS) b and c
10. Which of the fo l l owi ng can best surrmar i ze the idea o.f the nas.;;age

a) a diarist should wr ite every hapt'ening:that he encounters.
b) l'\. diarist should write about inten,sting and amusinp: .facts :'.na

realistic manner.
c) a diarist needs tc have an exercise i.oak 0n which he writes tho

date at t.he top, and the mcst Lrrtorcst i.np and anus i.ng facts at
the bottom in a very simnle langu3.p8.

d) band c c) ~1l of the above
11. What kind of a person 00 you think tho above wr i.t er is ?

a) an expert an the subj ect b) ? school teacher
c) a novelist ~) an essay writer.

e) a journalist
12. Do you consider the advi.ce given in the g1:::0V0 pas sane as true?

a) Yes
c) I canlt decide

13. The very first sentence in the above passag8 is
a) a definition of the subject r) an explanation
c) an argument d) cannot l-e known e) a and b

1,1. Tho word 1 it 1 in the second paragraph in the sent ence "It would be

b) keeping
c) keeping
d) a and b

extremely" refers to
a) keeping a diary in which peop le 1,o11'it c four tiazes about everyday

that happens.
a diary based unon carE:ful choice.
a diary based rn inte~esting and amusing facts.

e) band c

,
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15. Tb ••word i but i in the sentence "but th"':r.·~is another ...", in
line 20. 4th paragraph is used by the writer:-

a) to go from the preceding sentence to the following.
b) to go from one reason to another.
c) both a and b

d) to compare and contrast the ideas.
e) all except c.
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V. Read the followinp- passage and answer the questions_

by wri ting t;'e_ le!..toy. of your correct choice in the

3.LSWC':' tvrov i.ded on the senarrit e answer sheet.----_., - --_.__ ....•

Barter, the exchange of goods for o ther !:':-;ods, worked very well for

people whoso needs were s imnl e 0 Those neop l s used anythin9; that kept t.hem

warm for clothes. They used any kind of she] t er , froP1 tree branches to

animal skins for houses . They had little nee,'! for money.

Barter would work fine if the right pcc.ple ::llways found each other.

If a man who had bea.ns and want.ed cloth met 3 nan who had cloth but not

beans, everything woul d b e :].11 r ivht . But exchange would he very s Io« if

the right peop l e d idn I t fine! each other.

In the modern wer Ld, d.i ff'er errt t':ings ar e made bv different neonl e.

When this happens; peonl e must denend on mcnev to buy the things the.y need.

but donlt make for themselves.

lltost of the money today is made of met;.:} or naper. But people used

to use 0.11 kinds c f things as money. One of tile first k inds of moeny was

shells. The peop l e who lived on the shores of the Pacific Ocean valued

shells because they used them "or ornaments. Cattle were used for money in

the early days. Early nan sometimes courrt-«l his wealth in cattl e 0

There were d.i sadvarrtages in using an imal s as money. People had to feed

animals. The animals might ~et sick. They would grow old and die and then

the noney would be gone. It was also difficult to move cattle +roffi place

to Dlace and to change them for other thinps.

In china, cloth, f i sh-hook s and knives '112re used as money- In the

Philippine Islands. rice was used as money for a lonp- time.

Elephant tusks) monkeys 7 tails and sfll't wer e used as money ]_TIpar t s

of Africa. In some places, neop l e are sti l l na id in salt. Bars of soap,

animal skins and iron have been used 8.:1 money ':1.t sometime in some parts of

the world.

SOURCE: Eng l i sb for New Ethfotria: Pupi l ' s Boor, r;rade 9.
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V Read the following passa~e and !1ns'''~Jrthe questions that fellows.

1. For whom did the Barter sys t em worked wr~H ?

a) for ancient peorle h) ~')T»eoul e whose needs were simpleL'

c) for the right people d) 8. and c
e) all of the above

2. The barter system worked well if only
a) people who needed the same thing met each other.
b) the right people met each other.
c) the people who needed cloths met each other.
d) a and c c) none

3. The
a)

c)

d)

people whe lived on the Pacific Ocean used shells as money because:-
shells were the most beaut i ful . b) shells were very rare
shells were used for ornaments.
all of the above. e) nenc of the above.

4. What were the items usee as money in ChiEf' ?

a) cloth b) fish-hooks
c) knives d) 6 and b
e) all of the above

5. According to the Barter system, if a.man who has a cow but needs a
mule meets ., man •..,'hohas a horse, but needs a donkey«

a) no exchange '•.•.ill take palace b) cvcr th'lnp will PC slow
c) both have to wait until they find the ri~ht people.
d) all of the above e) all except a.

6. What will happen when different thinrs are made bv different people:-
in the modern world.
a) they had to look for people who wanted to exchange their items

with what they had
b) people had to depend on money.
c) no exchange will take place
d) changing one item for an other may be inconvinient
e) band d

7. What is the disadvantage in using animals as ~ey ?

a) animals have to be fed. h) animals mir-ht ret sick or get old.
c) it was difficult to move animals frnm place to nlace and change

them for other things.
d) they might die e) all of the above
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8. Why didn't ancient people need money?
a) money is the sign of further development in human progress.
b) people who have further p~or.rcssed in their development have

complex needs.
c) ancient man did not have complex needs.

d) l!l ' /1. C e) all of the above
9. Why do you think people used i':emsfor money as a means of obtaining

what they needed ?
a) no one could be s~lf-suffi:ient.
b) social life demands exchan-re ,
c) people have to share the ~.:oduct of their labour.
d) band c e) none of the above

10. What do you think the idea of ':heabove passage is
a) exchange is inevitable no me can be self--·lfficient.
b) morey is the latest develofment in the his!ory of exchan~e.
c) people used different means of excha.nge at different times.
d) all of the above e) none of the above.

the ar.ov~writer?11. What kind of a person do you think is
a) a historian
c) a sdentiest

12. The purpose of the above rassa~e is

b) a r eseacch

d) a and b e) can't be known

a) to ' 'T'T')"''"'' +:
.. knowledge b) to entertair. the reader

c) to !"~10W the imoortance of money
d) ban'.! c e) all of the cooove

13. Look at ':he1st and

14.

used in crder to keep
a) prono m reference
c) an adverb
e) none oc the above.

The pronour: 'this' in the sentence when lthis happens' in the third
paragraph, "Lne 2 refers to :-
a) the fact ·~~1.tdifferent things are made by different people
b)

d)

~"~ paragraphs. What cevice has the writer
them coherent (related)

b) a corjuct Ion

d) all of the above.

things
what people bt v

c) what peorle make
e) none of ':hem.



U. Read the following sentences and answer the ouestion that follow.
1. People h~d to feed animals.
2. The animals may get sick·
3. They grow old and die and then the money would be pone.
4. 7here were disadvcnt.ag-esin usang animals as money.
~~ich of the a~r.ve sentences can include all of them ?

a) I b) 3 c) 4 d) 2 e) none
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VI. Read the following passase and answer the auestions
by writing the letter of your correct choice ~u the
separate a~swer sheet P-0V~~._~_.~~__~

A NOBLE CAUSE=============

Ato Tesfaye is helping his kebele to raise funds and clothes for war
displaced persons. Every evening he visits friends and neighbours and asks
them to contribute. Those who are poor and cannot give money give old
clothes and their time. Om week-ends they sew on buttons, mend jackets,
shirts, and dresses, and sort these into manageable piles. Those who are
able to give money give it to Ato Tesfaye. He enters the amount received
in his receipt book and issues a receipt for each contribution. Bookkeeping
is an important part of Ato Tesfaye's job, because he is used to keeping
accurate records as he has worked in the Ministry of Finance for the last
ten years.

After he has finished collecting, he returns to the Kebele office and
enters the number and type of clothes he has been given in the kebele's
ledger. This is a large book that has two columns: one for the Kebele1s
expenses, another for contributions of money and clothes. When he has
finished entering the day's contributions in the ledger. He unlocks the
Kebele's shed and puts the clothes inside.

Ato Tesfaye is used to this job, as he has been doinp. it for the last
nine months. And he used to collect money for famine relief. Besides this
he has taken a course in book~keepingat the University, so he is quick
at adding up figures. He also uses his time wisely. He thinks ahead.
Before he starts collectinp. in the evenings, he arranges for a Kebele's car
to pick up the clothes at 9:0o-p.m. He tells the driver where to park and
asks two or three of his friends to help carry the clothes to the car.
There are always plenty of hel:!,ers,as everyone wants to assist the war
displaced persons.

SOURCE: English for New Ethiopia: Pupil's Book, Grade 10.
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A NOBLE CAUSE==::;::==.========

1. In what way is Ato Tesfaye helping his Kebele ?

a) building houses for war displaced persons.
b) organizing campaigns which is to go to the war fronts al\&help

the war displaced persons.
c) ...raising funds and collecting clothes for war displaced
d) band c e) all of the above

What was the important part of Ato Tesfaye's jo~ ?

a) visiting people every evening.
b) book-keeping c) collectinf money from donors
d) a and b e) all of the above

Where had Ato ~esfaye been working ?

a) Ministry of Education
c) Ministry of Defence.

How long has Ato Tesfaye been doing
a) Over ten years
c) nine months

2.

3.

4.

b) ...Ministry of Finance.
d) a and b e) all of the above

the job of helpin~ his Kebele ?

b) 5 years
d) since his election as the,

Kc~ele chairman.

5.
e) it is not mentioned.

In what way do the rich people help the war displaced persons ?
a) by giving money b) by giving their time
c) by giving money and their time
d) by giving old clothes e) all of the above.

What has made Ato Tesfaye an effective worker ?
a) his conscientiousness h) his previous exprience
c) the exprience gained since the last 9 months.
d) his training in bool-keeping e) all of the above.

What does Ato Tesfaye usually do ?

a) He visits friends and tell them to contribute money
b) He receives what is given hy people and entering them in the

Kebele's ledger.
c) He takes some of the contributions home.
d) He looks in the contribution in the Kebele's shed.
e) all except c.

Why does Ato Tesfaye enter the contribution in the Kebele's ledger
and then locks it in the shed ?

6.

7.

8.



a) in order that it might be safe-guarded
b) in order that it might be mi.sused
c) •... in order not to forget who gave what.
d) he has no any other place to nut it.
e) all are wrong excent a and b

9. What can be said about Ato Tesfaye ? He is
a) a bad man b) a hard working person
c) an ambitious person d) b and c
e) a and b.

10. Vlliatthe above writer wants to convey is
b) Fvery one has to help people

in need
c) The need of the society should be given priority than one's o~m.
d) band c e) all of the above.

11. ~~ich one of the following is true accordinr to the passage?
a) It is not important whether Ato Tesfaye is a real nerson but the

important thing is what the writing teaches.
b) We like the story because it is about a good man.
e} Ato Tesfaye is an ideal person.
d) all of the above e) none of the above.

12. If you come acroos a war displaced family you would prohably :-
a) try to help them b) tell them to IIO back to where

they came from
c) critisize them for running away from the birth place
d) feel pity for them e) a and d.

a) Everyone has to work hard

13. 'Them' in paragraph 1, sentence 2 refers to
a) the war displaced person b) rich peonle who give money
c) poor people who give their time or old clothes.
d) friends and neighbours e) the Kebele peonle.

14. In the sentence "Those who are poor and cannot give money p.:ive
old clothes and their time."

a) The main clause is "Those (people) give old clothes and their times?!.
b) The relative clause is "who are poor and can not give money".
c) no part of the sentence is either main clause or relative clause:-
d) a and b are the correct devisions e) there is no subject and verb.

15. In the 3rd paragraph, 11 fIt: 2 , in the sentence "besides this he
has taken .•." the word' besides' b.dicates ----
a) addition b) contrast c) consession d) sequence e) none



APPENDIX II B

VII Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow by
writing the number and the letter of your correct choice on the
separate answer sheet nrovided.

When at long last school opened, Munira found that he could not
possibly deal with four classes by himself. No¥ lookin~ back over two

S years that had gone, it seemed a miracle that he had managed to carry ~~
school that long. If he could get even one extra teacher he could perhaps
manage it. Standards I and II could meet in the mornings and standards
III and IV in the afternoons.

He decided to cycle to Ruwa-in to confront ~tr. Mazi~o with the
problem. It would also be good to ~et away from these constant talks

10 about sun and dust. If Hazigo did not give him a teacher Hunira would
have to abandon the school.

But just before he could leave for RuwCt-in to see HazigQ about the
school~ problems two thinFs which rAunira was later to remember happen~
in Ilmorog. At that time however, they only seemed out of character witb

15 the sunny somnalence of the old Ilmorog as he ha( kBBwnit. First came
the taxTofficer in a government landrover accompained by two run-carrying

Askaris. Before the officer coule get out of the landrover word of his
arrival had gone round~all the men somehow managed to vanish into the
plains. The officer knocked at the door of every house. In each place
found only women and children.I'All OU mesa have fYoneto your cities",
Complained the women. "Look at the sun and the dust and tell us if you
would stay here." In the end the officer went to Abdel1a~s place and
over a drink of beer he talked incesantly at-out llmorog country. !fIt

"-seems to be getting mere and nore depopul ated . Every year that Lluwe
come here I have been met by fewe and fewer males. But this trip
breaks all records. If

SOURCE: Wathiang'o Ngugi, Petals of Bloodo. 84-85
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L Howmany c1uses leas the .school going tr; hve ?

a) two b) three c) four d) not ~entioned
2. what would Muira do -if Hazinllo did not give him a teache-r ?

a)tell the people to corrtr ibute money in order '~ohire a teacher
b) leave the school
c) quarrel with Mazinp-o
d) Hanage the problem by dividing the class into two shifts.

3. l~hat did the men do when they heard about the coming of the tax-
collector Int:'. t:'.e vil::'~we ?

a) they dt sappear ed into the plains
b) they decided to well~nme him
c) they began collecting money which they later p.ave him
d) band c

4. In the village, the tax-collectol met
a) a few males b) women and children
c) only Abdella d) band c

5. What do you think was Mazingo ?
a) Munira' s boss b) the school district (lffiear
c) the governor of the region d) a and b

6. How long do you think has Munera worked in the village ?

a) 4 years b) 3years c) only one year
d) not mentioned

7. Who o~med all the land in the Ilmorog country?
a) the people b) the governwent c) canitalists
d) the land lords

8. Why did only the males ran away to the plains when they heard of the
corning~f the officer .:?

a) they didn~t like to ~ay tax
b) they were too poor to pay the tax
c) only males were asked to pay the tax
c) a and c
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9. The remarks of the women about cities indicate that the women were ----
a) genuine in what they say
b) against the new type of life in cities. in general
c) that the men really disappeared into the cities in order to

avoid paying tax
d) that the government's demand always made the males abandon

the old way of life.
10. l~at type of society is revealed in the above passage ?

a) a transitional one b) a primitive one
c) a feudo-capitalis one d) a and c

11. The government officer in the above passage is presented as
a) genuine man b) a man of self interest
c) a man of duty d) a sympathetic one

12. What do you think is the writer doing by presenting the above passage?
a) he is trying to create a true picture of a transitional society
b) he is simply presentinr, In i.a?,ln&t1on
c) he wants to write a history of his village
d) he wants to tell his reader that the people in the countryside

are afraid of town people.
13. The pronoun "it in line five refers to

a) the school b) the problem c) Huni.ral'5managing
d) the two years that had gone of the school

14. The main clause in the sentence "But just before he could leave
for Ruwa-in to see Hazigo about the school problems two thinf!s
which Munira was later to rember happened in Ilmorop." is

a) which Munera was later to rember
b) before he could leave .for Ruwa-in to see Mazingo
c) to see Mazingo

15. The subject of the main clause in question number 14 is
a) Munira b) which c) he d) two things
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VIII Read the fOJ)owing passage aE~_!l!ls~~r..-!~q~est~_<>'1!s__that £.oll?~
by writing the letter of the correct choice on the separate_--! ~ ~ • - ~ ._ ---..0

answer sh~et prov!d~d~

The old home I remembered was not in the least like this. MyoId
home was much better. But if you asked me to rrcall its peculiar charm
or describe its beauties, I had noclear impression. It was all there
was toit. Then I rationalized the matter to myself, saying: Home was
always like this, and although it has not improved still it is not depress-
ing- as I imagine; it is only my mood that has changed because I am
coming back to the country this time wi th no illusions.

This time I had come with the ohiect of sayinp. ~oodbye. The old
house our clan had lived in for so many years had already been sold to
another family and was to change hands before the end of the year. I
had to hurry there before new year's d~.y to say goodbye forever to the
familiar old hou~e and to move my family to another place where I was
working, far fron myoId home to)ffi.

At da~ on the second day I reached the gateway of my ho~e. Broken
stems of the gra~s on the roof, tremhling in the wind, made very clear
the reason why this old house could not avoid changin~ hands. Several
branches of our clan had probably already moved away, so it was unusally
quiet. By the time I reached the house my mother was already at the door
to welcome me, and my eight-year old nephew, Hung-erh, was with her.

Though mother was delighted; she was also trying to hide a certain
needs of sadness, She told me to sit dOlffiand rest and have some tea,
letting the removal wait for the time being.

SOURCE e984, p. 115)

T'1e Short Story ~fim')-graphed.



VIII THE OLD HOME

1. Why did the writer want to move away his family ?
a) the place was no more gJod.
b) the house has become so old that it was no more fit to live in.
c) it has been sold to 8Rotner fam i Iy .

d) It was no more pos~ib1e for the mohter to live alone.
2. How many days did

a) only one day
c) half a day

it take the writer to arrive at his old house?
b) two days
c) five days.

3. The mother was trying to hide that
a) she felt depressed to leave the oId house.
b) she did not want to go to another place.
c) she did not want to sell the old house.
d) she did not like to live in town.

4. The clan lived in the old house for
a) two years b)
c) a short period of time d)

S. The writer thought that the house had
a) the house became old b)

c) he had decided to sell it d)

many years
15 years.

too much changed for _
he had lived in a new environment
the house had heen repaired.

6. Which one of the following is among the reasons for sellinp,the
old house ?

a) the house got old.
b) several of the clans had already left the place.
c) the need for buying ano~~.r' house in the town.

d) a and b
7. The writer says that he had corneto the place Cvillage):-

a) in order to say goodbye to his old house.
b) to sell the house. c) to take his family with him
c~ a and c

8. Is the writer happy when leaving the old house for ever?
a) Y~s, he is. b) No, he is not.
c) he is neither happy nor sad.
d) what ever feelings he may exnerience. he is convinced that the

house had to be sold.



9. The mother was both delignted and also felt sad ~ecause :-
a) while the meeting o~ her son made her hanpy, the departure

made her feel so=ry.
b) though she liked her son, she did not like the departure

from the, .d house.
c)e~e had been sad for the clan had already left the nlace but now

delighted by the sight of the son.
d) band c
The writer wants to reveal in this short passage

a) that the leaving of one's birth place makes people feel sorry.
b) people who live in a new place are dissatisfied when they come

back to the old one.

10.

11.

c) people who are used to life in the town can no more tolerate the
old way of life.

d) The disintegration of the old and the ~eginninp' of a new life.
The writer of the above passage is presenting a story which is _

a) relaxing b) serious
c) neither relaxing nor serious.
d) S0rne~imes relaxing and some times serious.

The man in the story :-
a) can represent anyone who changes from rural to town life.
b) can represent a man in society where rural life be~ins to be

replaced by city life.
c) cannot represent any typical person in life.
d) a and b.

12.

13. The phrase 'this time' in the
a) for emphasis

beginning of para!!raph two i ~.,:
,'1 .''ft,

b) as a transitional word; t9",.iW~~
'''-4':':' '"

the first and the secon~;R ' gr~ph:
, "~"" fi·c) as a contrast between what had been said before and wh~ i ,",,".,',-

to follow (d) all of the above.
The word 'also' in line 20 _the last paragraph is used to show that
the mother :-
a) had other feelings
b) was only !,,:>rl,

d) a and c.

14.

apart from being delighted.
c) was both sad and delighted

The con: '-:tion'though' in line 20,
a) con!~2~~ive device
c) as concessi~n

last pa~agraph functions as
b) add'ing infonnation

d) a and c.



" Read the following passage and answer the questions that- ~I>B_
writing the nuaber and the letter of your correct choice on the
separate answer sheet provided.

1801- I have just returned from a visit to my landlord - the solitary
neighbour that I shall be troubled with. This is certainly a beautiful
country 1n all England, I do not believe that I could have fixed on a
5ituation so completely removed from the stir of society. A perfect
JIlisanthropist's Heaven: and Mr Heathcliff and I are such a suitable ~r-to,
divide the desolation between us. A capital fellow.He little imagined
how my heart warmed towards him when I beheld his black eyes withdraw 10:

spiciously under their brows, as I rode up, and when his fin~
sheltered themselves, with a jealous resolution, still further in his
waistcoat, as I announced my name.

10 'Mr Heathcliff? I said.
A nod was the answer.
'Mr Lockwood your new tenant, sir. I do myself the honour of caJ.1J;,

':,/'

as soon as possible after my arrival, to express the hope that I bave
inconvenienced you by my perseverance in soliciting the occupation of
Thrushcross Grange: I heard yesterday you had had some thou~hts ---

IS 'Thrushcross Grange is my own, sir, 'he interrupted, wincing._ 'I

should not allow anyone to inconvenience me, if I could hinder it-walk in'
20 The 'walk in' was uttered with closed teeth, and expressed the

sentiment, 'Go to the Deuce': even the gate over which he leant
manifested no sympathizing movement to the words; and I think that
circumstance determined me to accept the invitation: I felt interested
in a man who seemed more exaggeratedly reserved than myself.

25 When he saw my horse's breast fairly pushing the barrier, he did
pull out his hand to unchain it, and then sullenly preceded me up the
causeway, calling, as we entered the cOUrt~ - 'Joseph, take Mr
Lockwood's horse; and bring some wine.'

40 'Here we have the whole establishment of domestics, I suppose#' was
the reflection, suggested by this compound order. 'No wonder the grass
grows up between the flags, and cattle are the only hedgecutters.'

SOURCE: E.Bronte, Wuthering Heights, p.l
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l. What was the name of the visitor?
a) Mr. Heathcliff b) Mr. Lookwood . c) Thrusheross
d) Grange e) Joseph

2. The place mentioned in the above passage is
a) densely populated b) desolated
d) inhabited by no one except by Mr. Heat_ellff

before the corning of the visitor
e) inhabited by no one.

c) scarcely populated
and his servants

3. The visistor corne to the nlace to be
a) a tenant
c) a servant

b) the owner of the land
d) an advisor to Mr. Heathcliff e) a land lord

4. The name or the servant mentioned in the passage is .-----
a) Heath cliff b) Locleeood c) .Tosenh d) tenant
e) Michael

5. The two people are similar in that they both
a) prefer desolation b) are land lords c) reserved
d) a and c e) band c

6. The vistor came to know that ~1r. Heatheliff wanted to share the
desolation with someone because

a) it was announced on the radio
b) someone told him
c) Mr. Heathcliff wrote him a letter
d) He read it in a news paper
e) none of the above

7. The visitor accepted the invitation because ----
a) he wanted to study what type of person Mr. Heathcliff was
b) unless he did it, his goal may not be fulfilled
c) he thought that the man might be offended unless he did it
d) to know more about the place
e) none of the above
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8. Mr. Heathcliff is
a friendly
an odd

type of person.----
b) a frank
e) none

c) a colda)
d)

9. Which
a)

b)
c)
d)

e)

one of the following can be deduced from the passape?
although the two men have much in common
it is ~bvious that the two men make good friends
whether the two men could make friends or not cannot be known
nothing is said about their friendship in the nassagc
Mr. Heathcliff is the type of person who can never make any friend
none

10. l~at does the writer want to convey in this viece of ~~iting ?
a) It is not surprising that there are a rreat deal of many anti-

social people in society to which Mr. Heathcliff can be cited as
an example

b) People have their own r-ecularities
c) the message is not clear
d) The ~Titer is not interested in conveying any messap,e
e) It is not easy to know what is conveyed.

11. lYhich one of the following is based on the passage?
a) We know that Mr. Heathcliff is a cold type of person because of

the way he acts.
b) We like Mr. Heathcliff from the way he acts.
c) Mr. Lockwood is more likeable than Mr. Heathcliff
d) a and ~
e) all of the above

12. What type of society is revealed in
a) feudal society
c) feudo-bourgoise society
e) a aD~ b '7.'

13. What is the key sentence or summarizing sentence in the above passage?

this passage ?
b) capitalist society
d) can't be known

a) there is no any key sentence given
b) the key sentence is not easy to locate
c) we should never expect a key sentence in a narrative essay
d) key sentences are not given most of the time in narrative Essays
e) none



Appendix II C

VII Reading the following passage and answer the questions that follow
by writing the number and the letter of your correct choice on the
separate answer sheet provided.

5 New England, with its early start in textile manufacture, developed
a highly skilled work force. But the cost of labour there has always
been higher than in the uiedmont. The gap was great in the early years
of this century but has ~radually narrowed so that today Northern wage
rate avera~e only 10 percent above those in the Soutb. MoreoveT,th. workers
are less widely organized in the South and are willing to work more
hours per.'bif~,more shifts per day,more days per week.

10 The resultinf.contrast in labour eDits between New England and the
South effected a competitive disadvantage to the Northern mills. Oa
this score witness what an official commission appointed by the common
wealth of Massaehusettes· had to say:

15 The commission finds that ... probably the major factor in causing
competitive disadvantage in thhe common wealth is wages and cost
of labour.

20 The commission is of the opionion that a reduction of wages in the
Northern mills is no solution to the problem as it feels that any
reduction would be followed by a similar reduction of wages in the
South. Unionization in the Southern industry is tending to narrow
the gap in wage rates and will probably continue that trend in the
future. The commission finds that the differential in productivity
is one of the two major factor~causinr competitive disadvantage to
the textile industry in the common wealth .... The commission finds
that the individual work load of the Northern worker is not as
great in many instances as that of the Southern worker •..
The commission finds that the existing Hassachusetts laws tend to
prevent the most effective and economical use of machinary by
rendering third shift operations difficult .

SOURCE (Alexander, ~ibson. 1979 P. 234)



14. What device has helped the flow of idea in the above passages ?

a) the use of direct speech
b) the use of indirect speech
c) the use of cohesive divices
d) a and b

e) all
15. The phrase compound order refers to

a) the taking of the horse and bringing of wi ne

b) walking and drinking wine
c) walking in and having a seat
d) having a seat and drinking wine
e) serving the man wine and his horse hay
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i. By what percent is the average wage rate greater in the north than
it is in the south

a) 5% b) 7-10%
e) not mentioned

2. Which mills were at disadvantage according to the ?assage ?

c) 10% d) 10 - 20&

a) that of New England
b) that of Piedmont
c) that of northern mills
d) a and c
e) that of the south

3. The commission is of the opinion that the reduction of wages in the
northern mills ----

a) can be a solution
b) cannot be a solution to the problem mentioned
c) can partially solve the problem
d) can cause a revolt among the workers
e) will result in slow do~~ strike

4. What was the official commission's assumptions about unionization in
the southern industry ?

a) that it is tending to reduce the gau in wage rates
b) that it will soon equalize wages in the northern and southern

industries
c) a and b d) all of the above

5. What was the disadvantage with the southern workers in the above
passage ?

a) they were less widely organized
b) they were less paid
c) they were willing to work more hours
d) all of the above
e) none of the above

6. According to the official commission's opinion. What are the factors
causing competitive disadvantage in the corr@on wealth?

a) wages b) cost of labours c) number of work hours
d) workers attitude towa~d5 number of work hours
e) a and b



7. Why is the official connnission against reduction of wages ?
a) reduction wages in the northern industries is likely to be

followed by the same measure in the south
b) unionization in the south is tending to reduce wage rate and

will probably continue
c) reduction of wages may provoke rages on the side of the workers
d) reduction of wages is against the government policty
e) reduction wapes may reduce the workers buying power

8. Piedmont is ----
a) in the south of England
b) in the north
c) in northern England
d) the capital city in the south of New England
e) a town in England

9. The commission's report is based on ..:..-----

a) his findings through an investigation
b) his partial support of the workers
c) his support of the factory owners
d) a and b c) none of the above

10. The passage is a reflection of -----
a) mostly an objective data
b) merely the writer's opinion
c) the writer's mere creation
d) a and c e) a and b

11. ~~at type of writing do you think the passage can hest represent?
a) a narrative essay b) a descriptive form of writing
b) an expository one d) a and b e) none

12. It is difficult to disagree with the writer of the passage because ---
a) The presentation is hased on sound evidence
b) It is difficult to ?in - poit any contradiction
c) the writer is a well known authority
d) both a and b e) a and c
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13. In the first paragraph, the writer is using the method of in
developing the paragraph

a) putting the happenings according to their chronological order
b) compare & contrast
c) only comparing d) Illustration c) none

14. What part is the main clause in the sentence "New Enpland, with its
early start in textile manufactue, developed a highly skilled work force"

a) The whole thing is the main clause
b) the p~t which is not underlained
c) only the underlined part
d) cannot be decided
c) England developed work force

15. What are the subject and verb in sentence No. forteen given above?
a) England - start
b) highly skilled work force develop
c) New England - developed
d) the subject is England hut it has no any verb
e) textile manufacture - develop



IX Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow by
writing the Ilumber and the letter of your correct choice on the
separate answer sheet provided.

5 Weather varies from day to day and climate differs from region
to region because of variations in the amounts of weather and climate
set forth in the previous section. And the climatic elements vary
temporally and regionally because of the operation of the climatic controls.
To be sure each of the climatic elements (Solar energy, temperature,
precipitation and winds) also functions as a climatic control and
influences each of the other elements, but there are other controls in
addition.

10 The most fundamental control of both weather and climate is the
unequal heating and cooling of the atmosphere in different parts of the
earth. While the earth as a whole loses as much heat to space as it
gains from the sun, some parts experience a net gain and others a net
loss. This unequal heating occurs on a wide variety of geographic
scales the largest and most important of which is the differential between
high and low latitudes. But heating and cooling differences also exist
between continents and occurs, between snow-covered and snow free areas,
between forests and cultivated land, and even between cities and their
surrounding country sides. These heating and cooling differences, and
the air movement (winds) they induce represent the over-all general
back-ground control of weather and climate. The more specific controls
are derived from various geographic factors included are:

a) latitude, b) distribution of continents and oceans,
c) pressure and wind systems d) ocean currents.
e) altitude f) local features

a) latitudinal Variations in Solar Radiations:-
20 Latitudinal differences in the amount of snlar energy received are

the most basic climatic control. In low latitudes the sun is high in
the sky, there is least obstruction by the atmosphere, the Solar
radiation is intense and the climate is Warm and tropical; in high
latitudes the sun is lower in the sky, the solar readiation is weaker,
and the climate is colder The zone of maximum solar radiation shifts
north ward. during the year, there by producfng the seasons.

SOURCE : Muluneh Woldetsadik
(Unpublished 1986 p. 20 - 21)



1. The climatic elements mentioned in the passage are _
a) solar energy and temnerature
b) temperature and precioitation
c) winds and solar energy
d) winds, solar energy, temperature and precipitation
e) non6 of the above

2. Irhy do the climatic elements vary temporally and regionally?
a) because of climatic controls
b) the unequal heating and cooling of the atmosphere
c) because of climatic elements
d) a and b

e) all of the above
3. What is the relation between each clim~tic elements ?

a) they influence one an~th.r.
b) the function of one element by no means affect the other
c) their influence up one another is insi~nificant
d) band c
e) none of the above

4. Where do we find the maximum difference in heating on tho surface of
the earth ?

a) on the equator and the tropics
b) in northern and southern hemisphere
c) between high and low latitudes
d) on the polar regions
e) none of the above

S. Apart f'ro; ow and high latitudes, where else do cooling differences
exist.

a) only between continents
b) sometimes between snow-covered and snow free areas
c) between contrasting areas
d) a and b
e) none of the above



6. What are the various j!eopraphic factors frQm which the more specific
controls are derived ?

a) latitudes b) distribution of continents and oceans
c) pressure, wind system and ocean currents
d) altitude and local features
e) all of the above

7. If we have an equal amount of heatinz and coolinR everywhere on earth,
there will be

a) a great variation of weather everywhere
b) no variation between high and low latitudes
c) a little variation between high ~nd low latitudes
d) only some variations here and there
e) none of the above

8. Which of the following is true according to the passage ?

There is a cooling difference between ----
a) Addis Ababa and Henarresha
b) The big, forest in the Ilubahor administrative re~ion

and the state farm 5 kms away
c) The top of the Ras Dashan and the village bello,,"
d) all of the above
e) none of the above

9. What is the purpose of the writer in presenting the above piece of
writing ?

a) to impart knawledRe
b) to make us conscious against bad weather

c) to giYe some an advice to wear suitable clothes according to the
condition of the weather

d) all of the above
e) none of the above

10. The above piece of writing is an example of -----
a) a creative writing
b) a result of a thorCU~h study
c) specifically a short story
d) a and b
e) all of the above
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11. What is the main idea of the above passage?
a) Weather varies from day to day
b) Climate differes from regIon to reg i.on

c) Weather varies from day to day and climate differs from
region to region

d) a and b e) all of the above
12. What is the writer doing when he wr ites ,liThe specific controls are

derived from various geop,raphic factors: latitude, distrihution of
contents ... etc."in line 22 - 26

a) classifying b) defining
c) defining and illustrating
d)presenting argument
e) none

13. Read the following jumbled sentences and choose the rir,ht sequences
from the given alternatives.

1. The most fundamental control of both weather and climate is
the unequal heating and cl)oling of the atmosl?here in different
parts of the world.

2. Some parts experience a net gain and others a net loss
3. This unequal heatinp: occurs on a wice variety of graphic scales
4. While the earth as the whole loses as much heat to space as

it gains
5. The largest and most important of which is the differential

between high and low latitudes.
1, 2, 4, 3, 5 c) 1, 4, 3, 2, 5

1, 4, 2, 3, 5 d) 1, 4, 2, 5, 3

3, 1, 4, 2, 5

. a)

b)

e)

14. The word 'there by' in the last sentence of the above passa~e
indicates ------

a) cause b) effect c) cause and effect
e) none of the aboved) result

15. What is the main idea of the last paragraph in the above passage?
a) the zone of maximum radiation shifts ward during the year
b) Seasons are produced by the north ward shift of the solar radiation
c) The most basic climatic control are said to be latitudinal
d) differences in the amount of solar enerry received
e) a and b
f) a and c
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VIII Read the fo llowf.ng pas sage and answer the questions that follow by
writing the number and tho letter of your correct choice on the
separate answer sheet provided.

5 The rate at which snow is converted into ice depends to a very
great extent on temperature. This is readily observable in many
winters in Britain. Heavy wet snow falling with temperature near
the freezing point is converted to a very icy mixture on the ground.
The process concerned is that the pressure between grains includes
thawinp. followed by freezing when the water mi~rates into the voids
between the grains. Dry powdery snow at low temperatures is converted
to ice much more slowly, because the weight is less and the temperature
lower, so that there is less chance of thawing and refreezin~ at grain
margins. Embleton and King (1968) state that in the Alps snow with a
specific gravity of about 0.08 may be converted to ice with a specific
gravity of about 0.9 in 25 - 40 years while in Greenland the correspo~dinp
period is 150 - 200 years. The rate of conversion to ice is one of
the characteristics which serve to distinguish temperature from old
glaciers.

10 When an appreciable mass of ice is present it will start to move
outwards its velocity principally on its surface gradient. Away from
the centers of accumulation of ice, usually on lower ground,the fate
of the moving sheet of ice depends mainly on the balance maintained
between the supply from the centre of dispersal and the rate of ablation
in the marginal regions of the Rlacier or ice sheet. The nature of
the glacial action varies with the position of the area concerend in
relation to the ice sheet. Genrally speaking the highlands from
which the ice is dispersed are primarily rer-ions of erosion (Plate 34).

Tf the ice sheet covered the whole area there many have been a general
grWing, down of the surface.

SOURCE (Sparks, B.W. 1972. pp. 360 - 361)



1. What is the rate that determines the rate at which snow is covered
into ice ?

a) heat
d) a and b

b) temperature
e) none

c) pressure

2. At what point is there a less chance of thawing and refreezing?
a) at 4°c b) at rain margins c) at hip'hertemperature
d) all of the above e) none of the above

3. What is one of the characteristics that distin~uishe. hl'l',uatm'$ !:-.; om

cold glaciers ?

a) the rate of conversion to ice b) velocity c) gradient
d) specific gravity e) none of the above

4. In what way does the nature of the glacial action vary? It varies with
a) the position of the area concerned in relation to the ice sheet.
b) the ablation in the marginal region
c) the gradient
d) band c e) none of the above

S. Dry powdery snow at lower temperature is converted to ice at a much
more slower rate because of its ----

a) weight being less
b) temperature being lower
c) great mass
d) all of the above
e) a and b

6. The two factors that playa role in determinin~ the rate of conversion
of powdery snow to ice are

a) the amount of weight and
b) pressure and gradient
c) region and season
d) weight and pressure
e) weight and temperature

the degree of temperature
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7. The result of the migration of water into the voids hetween the grains
of ice will be

a) melting and refreezing
b) thawing followed by refreezing
c) only melting
d) a and b e) none

8. Heavy wet snow with high temperature is converted to ice -----
a) much rapidly b) much slowly
c) at the normal rate d) at a much slower rate
e) at a more quick rate.

9. The snow and temperature in the Alps than they are in Greenland
a) dry, high b) dry, low c) wet, low
d) wet, high e) none of the above

10. The above piece of writing is more probably from book(s)---
a) Geography b) a history

d) from a work of fiction e) a and c

c) one of the natural
sciences

11. The writer in the above passage wants to -----
a) convey a piece of information
b) entertain the reader
c) teach the importance of snow
d) the effect of temperature on snow
e) none of the above

12. The main idea of the ahove passage is that
a) temperatue determines the rate at which snow is converted into ice
b) without snow ice cannot exist
c) ice is formed from snow
d) without temperature neither snow nor ice can take place
e) none of the above

13. In the first paragraph of the above passage,
a) the very first sentence contains the pist (the main idea)
b) the gist is not explicit
c) the main idea is not given
d) the main idea is implied
e) c and d



14. 'Which' in the sentence "'thehiflhlands from which "in line 10--=---
second paragraph refers to

a) regions b) high lands c) the ice
d) erosion e) none of the above

15. 'This' in the second line, 1st paragraph refers to -----
a) heavy wet snow
b)the de)endence of the rate of the conversion of snow into ice
c) the dependence of the rate of the conversion of ice into snow
d) temeperature
e) none of the above
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Aonendix IlIA

I. Answer key for the COMmon cloze ?assages

Passage 1

I. in II. laJllu 2I. how 3l. the 41. and

2. is 12. and 22. of 32. put 42. was

3. hands 13. the 23. useful 33. hole 43. pope

4. hands 14. big 24. the 34. hot 44. out

5. cannot 15. he 2~. hole 35. covered 45. tap

6. was 16. tap 26. pope %. solder 46.- out

7. was 17. of 27. then 37. solder 47. was

8. how lB. They 2B. lamp 38. There 48. the

9. of 19. happy 29. away 39. the 49. smiled

10. tools 20. a 30. pope 40. to SO. and

Passage 2.

I. sun II. noon 2I. shortest 31. there 4I. of

2. at 12. low 22. early 32. be 42. by
3. he 13. was 23. late 33. could 43. left

4. little 14. rent 24. you 34. time 44. who

5. he 15. tell 25. tell 35. any 45. ago

6. because 16. of 26. found out 36. first 41". from

7. people 17. the 27. advantages 37. with 47. to

B. by lB. was 28. the 38. bottom 48. was
9. when 19. in 29. on 39. water 49. glass
10. in 20. noon 30. could 40. a SO. instead
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'Passage 3
1. have 11. more 21. wasted 31. bad 41. as

2. parts 12. if 22. eat 32. heard 42. Have

3. a 13. to 23 to 33. countries 44. number

4. died 14. will 24. a 34. rain 44. number

5. why 15. hungry 25. produce 35. years 45. seeds

6. people 16. people 26. In 36. not 46. farmers

7. get 17. they 27. is 37. reason 47. these

8. are 18. is 28. wasted 'XC' of 48. produced

9. One 19. Another 2~. to 39. price 49. of

10. people 20. A 30. food 40. and 50. help

Passage 4

l. a 1l. that 21. about 31. choice 41. interesting

2. write 12. do 22. insects 32. to 42. later on
.. during 13. an 23. something 33. merely 43. reason.).

4. first 14. that 24. the 34. interesting 44. English

5. four 15. keep 25. have 35. a 45.diary

6. day 16. write 26. may 36. the 46. good

7. a 17. most 27. roused. 37. of course 47. when

8. diary 18. happened 28. something 38. we 48. write

9. It 19. is 29. or 39. to 49. and

10. to 20. may 30. is 40. keen SO. really
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Passape 5

1. that 11. who 21. kinds 31. had 41: the

2. clothes 12. beans 22. The 32. animals 42. used

3. of 13. But 23. the 33. would 43. long

4. to 14. slow 24. Ocean 34. and 44. tails

5. They IS. didn't 25. used 35. gone 45. as

6. money 16. of 26. were 36. to 46. Africa

7. money 17. made 27. the 37. to 47. are

8. found Ie. But 28. something 38. them 48, bars

9. man 1°. all 2~. cattle 39 cloth 49, and

10. wanted 20. money 30. using 40. us inr 50. as

Passage 6

1. friends 11. He 21. he 31. in 41. nniversity

2. them 12. in 22. -F-C' 32. the 42. atoz r i ce

3. are 13. a 23. and 33. the 4?1. also

4. money 14. Book-keepinr :~. has been 34. used 44. He

5. their 15. of 25. ledger 35. he 45. starts

6. sew 16. is 26. book 36. for 46. he

7. shirts 17. records 27. one 37. .Ann 47. can
8. these 18. in 28. another 38. money 48. at

9. who 19. for 29. and 39. this 4~. the
10. money 20. After 30. finished 40. course SO. and
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Appendix TII B

2. ""-!e test answer key for the passages from the English text books

Passage 7

1. years 11. cycle 2l. the 3l. Askaris 41. your

2. seemed 12. with 22. which 32. get 42. Look at

3. had 13. also 23. remeber 33. word 43. dust

4. that 14. away 24. that 34. gone 44. you

5. get 15. about 25. seemed 35. somehow 45. the

6. he 16. did 26. the 36. the 46. to

7. Standards 17. teacher 27. old 37. the 47. a

8. meet 18. abandon 28. known 38. In 48. It

9. standards 19 before 29. tax 39. only 49. more

10. the 20. Ruwa-in 30. Landrover 40. our 50. year

Passage 8

1. much 11. as 21. been 31. old 4l. moved

2. asked 12. only 22. and 32. on 42. unusually

3. peculiar 13. changed 23. before 33. reached 43. I

4. beauties 14. back 24. year 34. hoae 44. mother

5. impression 15. time 25. there 35. grass .15. door

6. to 16. time 26. to 36. in 46. my

7. matter 17. the 27. to. 37. clear 47. was

8. was 18. goodbye 28. and 38. old 4$. delighted

9. although 19. clan 29. to 39. changing 49. to

10. still 20. 30. was 40. our 50. of
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Passap:e 9

1. heautiful 11. my 21. your 31. interrupted 41. think

2. I 12 when 22. do 32. allow 42. to accept

3. I 13. i::e 23. calling 33. me 43. felt

4. a 14. then 24. after 34. it 44. who

5. from 15. UP 25. the 35. in 45. than

6. A 16. sheltered 26. nct 36. ~eetch 46. me

7. and 17 resolution 27. persevenance 37. Go 47. the

8. suitable 18. waistcoat 28. of 38. the 48. out

9. desolation 19. name 29. you 39. leant 49. it

10. fellow 20. nod 30. is 40. to 50 me

Append ix II I C

3. Cloze t3st answer 1rey for the ~assages from the r.eopranhy text books

Passag-e 7

1. labour 11. and 21. had sr. reduction 41. factors

2. higher 12. more 22. finds 32. a 42. the

3. The 13. shifts 23. facotr 33. in 43. commonweal th

4. the 14. per 24. in 34. the 44. the

5. century 15. in 25. and 35. to 45. the

6. so 16. and 26. commission 36. wa~e 46. as
7. rates 17. competitive 27. that 37. continue 47. as
8. above 18. mills 28. in 38. future 48. worker
9. Moreover 19. what 29. no 39. the 49. the
10. widely 20. by 3 . for 40. one 50. to
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Passage 8

1. vary II. the 21. varietv 31. These 41. in.'

2. of 12. of 22. largest ')2. and .. 12. in

3. climatic 13. p<:rts 23. which 33. induce 43. energy

4. each 14. the 24. high 34. back~round ·14. bas i.c

5. also 15. loses 25. heating 35. climatic 11-5. latitudes

6. control 16. snace 26. exist 36. are 46. in

7. the 17. the 27. between 37. factors 47. least

8. are 1&. a 28. free 38. of 48. the

9. The 19. a 2~. cultivated 39. and 49. and

10. both 20. heatinp; 30. cit ies 40. altitude SO. and

Passage ~

1. in 11. powedery 2t. ma.y 31 ice 41. and

2. Heavy 12. is 22. with 32. start 42. in

3. temperature 13. more 23. ~hot1t 33. velocity 43. the
4. is lil. is 24. years .'H. p.radient 44. The
5. icy 15. lower 25. corresponding 35. of 45. action

6. The 16. less 26.years 36. on 46. of

7. the 17. refrezzing 27. to 37. of 47. relation
8. thawing 18. and 28. the 38. ice 48. Generally
9. the 19 the 29. distinguish 39. halance 49. which
10. voids 20. specific 30. When 40. from SO. ar e
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Appendix III B:

Answer key for the comprehension tests.

1. Answer key for the common passages:

PI P2 P3 P4 PS P6
1. a 1. a 1. 1. a 1. d 1. c

2. c 2. b
,.,

a 2. b 2. h 2. h"-.
3. b 3. b 3. D 3. ·1 3. c 3. b

4. d 4. b 4. 3 4. c 4. d 4. e

5. a S. e 5. d S. d S. d S. c

6. a 6. d 6. c 6. e 6. b 6. e

7. a 7. b 7. e 7. d 7. d 7. e

8. b 8.a 8. a 8. d 8. a 8. e

9. d 9. a 9. d 9. d 9. a 9. b

10. a 10. a 10. d 10. b 10. c 10. c

11. b 11. c 11. a 11. a 11. c 11. a

12. a 12. a 12. b 12. a 12. a 12. e

13. c 13. d 13. a 13. (1 13. a 13. d

14. b 14. a 1<1.a 14. a 14. a 14. d

15. b 15. d 15. a 15. c 14. c 15. a

2. Answer key for the passages f'rom the English text books:

P7 pg P9

1. 3 1 1. b

2. b 2. b 2. r

3. a 3. a 3. ~

4. d ,t b " c..•.
s. c 5. b 5. d

6. b 6. d 6. h
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P7 , p,,; P.9
7. d 7. t 7. a

R. b <) d 8. e-! •

9. a _1 b 9. b

10. d 10. a 1r.. a

11. b 11. b 11. e

12. b 12. 2. 12. a

13. b 13. c 13. b

14. d :d c 14. e

15. e 15. c IS. a

3. Answer key for the passares +roJ1lthe Geo!!ranhy text hooks:

0"' P8 pg
l I

1. d L c 1. b

2. a 2. d 2. b

3. a 3. 1:- 3. a
(1 e 1. 1- 4. ar.

5. c S. d 5. e

6. e 6. e 6. a

7. b 7. b 7. b

8. ,1 3. d () a0.

S. a CJ. a 0. d

If' b 10. :1. 10. a' .
11. o lJ. e 11. a

12. a 12. d 12. a

13. 13. b B. }-

14. J 1 J! " 1~. b" ~-r , ....

IS. e i s c IS. e
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Annendix V "

C.D

Questionnaire

Answer the followinp: questions by putt i.ng a tick Mark ( ) in

the sJlace provided excert when a response is required.

1. 1'!heredid you attend your junior and senior h:i.p-h school ?

junior (7 1 8) Administrative re$!ion 'T

town city

senior 19-17.) town (

2 . .!:~rnJ."!X__~a_<::~_v_roUl!~.

Could your parents or ruardians with whom you lived while attending

high school read and write Ens lish ?

a. yes

3. If they did, did they knov enouzh Eng Lish to heln you imnrove your

readinr. ?

a. yes L~~_-;

4. Did you have areading comnrehension lesson in your iunior and

senior secondary school ?

Junior~ Yes ;=:==-/ No r:: I

Senior Yes 1 __, _--:.1 No r: ;

5. If your answer to question numl-er .1 is yes, which oP the fo llowi ng
takes wer e performed by the teacher and the students ?

;-- ---/- The teacher only explained the mean i.ng of the di ff=icult
words and the students read th0 text and then answered
the comprehension 0uestions whic~ were later checked
by the teacher.
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the teacher t2ufl1t the Jr.f''1ninrof the di f-ficult wor-ts

and then read the corv-r chens icn r-a s sag e s exnl a ini.ng

the ideas (in each na~sa~e).

/ The t cacher exo lained on lv ,3 OT four words, a sked
some reneral ouest ions so as todraw attention to~ards
the r cad i.ngand t+e rest 1\'A.S dcne by the students whose
answers are latorchecked by the teacher.

/

6. Ifyourthink that the above choices are unsatisfactorv,ulease
state here how the nrocedure was

...,
I. Ifat all the students 10re to road the readinn passages during

their reading cOIn'Prehension lessons did th€:v read loudly or
silently ?

a. loudly / ..- '/ r. si Lervt l v r-j
8. I'Thereyou r-iven assi.gnments to r cad books other than your text

hook while in hirh school ?
a. Yes No /- !r.

9. If the answer to no. 8 is yes, did your teacher ask you to make
,':1 review of the book assigned ?

Yes / - - -
/ b. No I_- Ia.

10. Do you read English \Ilorks0-4'" fiction duriTl[!you free tiem ?
a. Yes /--~---:-- / b. No !,..'.----/

11. If your a.nswer to question no. 1') is yes, how often ?
a. once a month /-' - I
c. once in two months L_-_'_=-~ I

r. twice a month /
d. once in More than

2 months r": /
12. If your answer to question 110. 11 is either 3, b or c, can you

nane any other rooks vou have rel:lddurinv the Inst semester?
1.

2.
3. ----- - -- ----- - ------ - ---

/
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